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Teacher of English 
Eastern Illinois State Teachers College 
1905-1922 
"As long as we can make our cherished thoughts and. nearest inter-
ests live in the minds of others, we do not appear to have retired alto-
gether from the stage. We still occupy the breasts of others, and exert 
an influence and power over them. Our favorite speculations still find 
encouragement, and we make as great a figure in the eye of the world, or 
perhaps a greater, than in our lifetime." Hazlitt. 
Spoken by Mr@ L~o:rd in Chapel 
'jj' T IS my painful but imperative duty this morning to speak to you of 
il the irrenarable loss which t his institution has recently sustained. 
In 1898 I went to Chicago to find two or three teachers and read the 
commendatory papers of many, and, among those which testified to re-
spectable mediocrity, I saw letters commending Florence Skeffington in 
superlative terms. I sought and had an interview with her resulting in 
an engagement to go to the Moorhead, Minnesota, State Normal School. 
The fine quality of her scholarship, her r are personality, and unus-
ual talents were at once recognized. Her good taste in things int ellect ual, 
things aesthetic, and things ethical-"good t aste, the conscience of the 
intellect as conscience is the good taste of the soul"-made her of ines-
timable value in both educational and social circles. I differed with her 
many times in questions literary, economic, social, or educational, and in 
all candor I must say that she was nearly always right. In character she 
was fearless-devoid of all little meannesses-a lady, of course, and better 
still, a gentlewoman. She never paddled about in t he goose pond of village 
gossip. 
There are very few whose right hand knows so little of what her 
left hand does. It was she who was responsible for our student council 
and the class meetings held biweekly. This you never knew before. She 
was on a committee for the improvement of the teaching of English in 
this state and two members of this committee from the faculty of the 
University of Illinois told me that she did most of t he work. 
Some years ago she read a paper on the study of the novel, which 
President Kinley, then Dean of the Graduate School of the University of 
Illinois, praised in glowing terms as the best treatment of the subject he 
had ever heard. 
Of her teaching you know-the honest mind, the clear insight, the 
thorough preparation, and the stimulating presentation-but you will 
put a hgher and higher value upon these powers as the years go by. 
Whether she was held highest in admiration, respect, or affection 
by those who knew her best__:_each of those emotions struggling for first 
place-no one knows. An irreparable loss is ours-but does she still live? 
Yes, in the minds of all who knew her, in the class rooms of scores of 
teachers whom she taught. And her death has enshrined her in our 
hearts and minds. 
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WARBLER STAFF 
John Whitesel, Editor-in-Chief 
Joyce Traeger, Society Editor Helen Barker, Art Editor 
Arthur McCall, Advertising Editor 
Irma Willingham, Literary Editor Elsie Sloan, Athletic Editor 
LIVINGSTON C. LORD President 
A. M., Harvard University; LL. D., 
University of Illinois 
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E. H. TAYLOR Mathematics 
A. M., Ph. D., Harvard University 
FRIEDERICH KOCH Music 
ELLEN A. FORD Latin 
A. M., Syracuse University 
ANNIE L. WELLER Geography 
B. S., University of Chicago 
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ISABEL McKINNEY 
WARBLER 
ALBERT B. CROWE - Physical Science 
A. M., Hanover College 
English 
A. M., Columbia University 
F LORENCE V. SKEFF INGTON - English 
A. B., University of Chicago 
S. E. THOMAS History 
A. M., University of Iowa 
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ANABEL JOHNSON French. 
A. B., Elmira College; 
A. M., Columbia University 
CHARLES P. LANTZ - Physical Education 
B. S., Gettysburg College 
HOWARD DeF. WIDGER 
RAYMOND L. MODESITT - Mathematics 
A. M., Indiana University 
English 
A. B., Yale University 
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FISKE ALLEN, Director of Training School 
A. B., Indiana University; 
A. M. , Columbia University 
:RUTH CARMAN Latin 
Ph. B., University of Wisconsin 
EARL R. K. DANIELS 
A. B., Clark College 
L EWIS ALBERT MOORE - Agriculture 
B. S., University of Illinois 
English 
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HELEN FERN DARINGER English 
Ph. B., Universit y of Chicago 
A. M., Columbia University 
L. F. ASHLEY Manual Arts 
B. S., Stout Institute 
.· University of Wisconsin 
MARGUERITE ROOKE - Home Economics 
R S., Millikin University; Lewis Institute 
RUTH E. MAJOR School Music 
B. S., Kansas State Normal School 
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LENA B. E LLINGTON History 
A. M., Columbia University 
AGNES STEW ART - P hysical Education 
Chicago Normal School of Physical 
Education 
EARL H. HALL Biological Science 
B. S., M. S., University of Chicago 
CHARLES S. SPOONER, Biological Science 
A. B., Cornell University 
A. M., University of Illinois 
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GRACE E. MESSER, Fine and Applied Arts 
Potsdam Normal School 
Syracuse University 
GERTRUDE GOLDMAN Hygiene 
R. N. (Connecticut), N. B. I. Hospital, 
Newark, N.J. 
DONALD M. MARVIN Psychology 
A. B., Rollins College 
A. M., Ph. D., University of Pennsylvania · 
EDITH E. RAGAN 
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Training Teacher in Junior High School 
Indiana State Normal School 
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LEAH I. STEVENS 
Training Teacher in Junior High School 
Illinois State Normal University 
MARGARET A. CANT 
Training Teacher in Junior High School 
A. B., University of Minnesota 
GILBERTA COFFMAN 
Tr aining Teacher in Sixth Grade 
Indiana State Normal School 
JESSIE LOUISE FORDE 
Training Teacher in Fifth Grade 
A. B., Kansas State Normal School ; 
A. M., ·Columbia University 
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GERTRUDE E. WOODFILL 
Training Teacher in Fourth Gr ade 
Geneseo State Normal School 
F LORENCE E. GARDINER 
Training Teacher in Third Grade 
Wisconsin State Normal School 
ELIZABETH HILTON 
Training Teacher in Second Grade 
Illinois State Normal Universit y 
ANNA H. MORSE 
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Training Teacher in First Grade 
Illinois State Normal University 
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RUTH JESSUP - History in the Grades 
A. B., University of Minnesota; 
A. M., Columbia University 
MARY J. BOOTH Librarian 
A. B., Beloit College; 
B. L. S., Univer sity of Illinois 
LOIS F. SHORTESS - Assistant Librarian 
A. B., University of Wisconsin 
MARION BAIRD - Assistant in Library 
A. B., Earlham College 
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JOSEPHINE BAILEY 
MARTHA MOLYNEAUX 
GRACE EWALT 
Secretary and Business Manager 
Stenographer 
EVA NELLE CHAMBERLIN 
Stenographer 
Eastern Illinois State Teachers College 
Mattoon Business College 
Head of Pemberton Hall 
Miami University 
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WALTER H. NEHRLING 
Superintendent of Grounds 
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Nellie E. ~isqnp 
Critic Teacher in Fourth Grade 
September, 1906 December, 1920 
1!liclt, .2\pril 3, 1922 
If art be the practice of beauty, then 
hers was artistry of rare delicacy and power . 
She worked not with brushes or canvas, nor 
with chisel or stone; she wrought in life it-
self, spirit quickening spirit. 
She was our friend. 
• 
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OUR CLASS ANGELS 
'fi'T is sufficient to say that Miss Rooke and Mr. Koch are the best class 
.!...!. advisers that any class ever had anywhere. We thus publicly apoligize 
for any gray hairs we may have caused them. Although the class has 
bothered them and worried them, they have always come up smiling; and 
we know that they will keep the home fires burning for '22 after we are 
gone from E. I. 
26 
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PERRY RA WLAND 
He has a head to contrive, 
A tongue to persuade, 
And a hand to execute. 
H ARRIET TATE 
With thee conversing I forget the 
way. 
O PAL BUSSARD 
Whose words all ears took cap-
tive . 
.JOHN WHITESEL 
A task begun, a task well done-
for he never shirks his duty. 
L ILLIAN MYERS 
She speaks, believes and acts just 
as she ought. 
..1 j 
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MARIAN EVERETT 
The trick of individuality. 
ESTELLA CRAFT 
In profession a teacher, in real-
ity a poet. 
CARROLL DUNN 
None but himself can be his par-
allel. 
MRs. ELVA MILLER 
My fate is sealed. 
WALTER MILLER 
Those who mind their own busi -
ness accomplish most . 
........ 
MARY HILL 
For some may laugh and some 
may talk-but I do both forever . 
. LUTHER BARRICK 
Even his chin proves his deter-
mination to succeed. 
RUTH NICKLES 
She looks so meek, and is not 
meek at all. 
DEWEY McEVOY 
My doctrine is to lay aside con-
tentions and be satisfied. 
V ICTORIA BOSTIC 
She is pretty ·to walk with, and 
witty to talk with, and pleasant, 
too, to think on. 
29 
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MAUDELENE SCOTT 
Slow and easy going, but she'll 
get there J·ust the same. 
ANNE LAUGHLIN 
All we could say has been sai<IJ. 
before-so we will just say-w~ 
like you. 
HESTER CAIRNS 
What I think, I must say. 
RICHARD FAWLEY 
While we live, let's live in clover, 
For when we're dead, we're dead 
all over. 
GRACE STARKEY 
She eateth not the bread of idle-
ness . 
....... 
WARBLER 
MILDRED TALLEY 
My man's as true as steel. 
CYRIL REED 
Fate tried to conceal him by 
calling him Reed. 
IRENE CHAMPION 
Drink to me only with thine 
eyes. 
MARGUERITE CLARK 
Blushing is the color of virtue. 
WYNEMIAH RARDIN 
I see but cannot reach the height 
That is forever in the light. 
31 
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JOHN RENNELS 
Larger ships may venture more,, 
But little boats must stay near 
shore. 
ROSALIE RENNELS 
Nothing is so contagious as a;. 
good example. 
CECIL LONG 
A maid with dimples cannot 
help having charm. 
LEILA ARMSTRONG 
Someone to depend on. 
DAINTY SMITH 
When I have anything to do, 1-
go and do it. 
WARBLER 
DOLORES EASTON 
My heart is ever at your service. 
VERA ROGERS 
The girl with a smile 
Is a girl worth while. 
LET A WHIT ACRE 
I hurry not, neither do I worry. 
MARY BOYER 
If toil brings fame, you'll hear 
of me again. 
OREN SWOPE 
There's something about girls 
that makes me uneasy. 
....... 33 
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MARIE BUCKLER 
Teach us half the gladness that 
thy brain doth know. 
ELSIE SLOAN 
I will be minded. 
DORIS BEDWELL 
A girl with many pleasing ways. 
THURSA RICHARDSON 
Strong reasons make strong ac-
tions. 
ARTHUR McCALL 
All the world loves a lover. 
....... 
VELMA MAGILL 
Charity and personal force are 
the only investments worth while. 
NELLE WRIGHT 
Let every man enJ'oy his whim. 
What's he to me or I to him? 
MABEL GREEN 
She is made of cheerful yester-
days and confident tomorrows. 
CLAUDE COMBS 
An eye for business. 
FLOSSIE READ 
My s:pirit is at peace with all. 
35 
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McCLELLAN EVERSOLE 
In truth, he is a well-meaning 
youth. 
HELEN BARKER 
There is pleasure in artistic 
pains, which only artists know. 
CALIDONIA WEBER 
Never hurried, never worried, 
always happy. 
DOROTHY NEHRLING 
A maiden fair 
With ~hininghair. 
GRACE GEER 
Patience and gentleness are 
power. 
WARBLER 
MA YBLE DAMON 
Smiles from reason flow. 
RAY ELLEDGE 
Ambition has no rest. 
MAMIE DORSCH 
Her sweet disposition 
Gains much recognition. 
I RMA WILLINGHAM 
A pleasing countenance ~s no 
slight advantage. 
MILDRED KERSEY 
Who said a timid girl is a 
thing of the past? 
-<----~-~""-p __ >--_ 37 
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CHARLES SCOTT 
Great Scott! His brilliance 
shines thr011gh his hair. 
LILLIS FLEMING 
She meets everything with calm 
good~ nature. 
HELEN WATSON 
One might as well be dead as out 
of style. 
GUSSIE BRAITHWAITE 
The reward of one duty is the 
power to fulfill another. 
MARJORIE LYNCH 
Say it with music. 
WARBLER 
HELEN HARMON 
A maid made modest, meek 
and mild. 
EDITH ROBERTSON 
Strong in opinion, always in 
the right. 
If anyone contradicts, is ready to 
fight. 
LOLA RAPER 
For Nature made her what she 
is-and never made her equal. 
IRENE KING 
For while she speaks, she speaks 
no slang, 
And chews no chewing gum. 
MAUDE NICHOLS 
A smiling face-an ambitious 
heart. 
22 
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ROSE JOHNSON 
Thoughts are mightier than. 
strength of hand. 
GRACE WHITESEL 
Thy modesty is a candle to thy 
merit. 
LAWRENCE JENKINS 
I believe I was cut out }or a. 
farmer. 
MAURINE RHODEN 
Let gentlene8s thy strong en-
forcement be. 
VEST A BLAISDELL 
For what 1 will-! will; and 
what 1 won't- ] won't . 
...... 
JOYCE TRAEGER 
The torch of the mind ~s the 
flame of glory. 
IRL GOBERT 
A mind with but a single thought 
-Mildred. 
PAULINE BOWMAN 
Thy ways ar(ways of winsome-
ness. 
NANNIE WALKER 
Life is no longer if I hurry, 
The world no better if I worry. 
HALLEEN ELLIOTT 
Gentle in personage, conduct, 
and equipage. 
-<---1-.0,..._f' ____ ........ 41 
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ELI RING 
He possesses the accumulatecl 
wisdom of all the ancestors. 
VIOLET STEVENS 
She wears the rose of youtk 
upon her. 
MATTIE McKEOWN 
'Tis only noble to be good. 
ELFIE OWEN 
Good sense and good looks-both. 
are gifts of heaven. 
DENA THOMPSON 
Whatever anyone says or does-
! must be good. 
........ 
WARBLER 
MRs. NELLE HOUSE 
Her heart is already won. 
AVICE LEE 
Silence is more musical than any 
song. 
LOUISE TRAGER 
She has the patience and the 
f aith of saints. 
RUTH CLARK 
And still not care a pin what 
they said or may say. 
OTHER MEMBERS ARE 
22 
Frances Briggs, Helen Cronin, Helen Gould, Lola Howard, Ferne 
Huber, Velma Hughes, Ferne McCallister, Anna Smith, Ruth Squires, 
Eugene Wallace. 
43 
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Harriet Tate 
Marjorie Lynch 
WARBLER 
SOPHOMORESEXTETTE 
Dorothy N ehrling 
Marian Everett 
Lillian Myers 
Anne Laughlin 
W ARBLER 
.iln f&.emoriam 
iGulu f&arjnri.e 1llry!l.en 
ilirll Jjuly 6, 1921 
Lulu was a member of this class during 
the year of 1920-1921. 
The laws of friendship are great, aus-
tere and eternal. 
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CLA~~ SONG 
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SeNiors May coMe aNd 5eNior.s May GO ~II ho.vethcirfriuMphs o.Nd failures we kNow 
Here·sfo the class ofN·,NefeeNfweHfvtwo loyal aNd hue E I t(l yoU 
But hiqh reNOWN, weTe me our NUMeswill w 1 N iN the halls of f Q Me. 
lNdaysfo GO Me our neMTies will returN to our seNior yeur I* ·biQr4r¥r4~;ryrJ~ ~ 7 -I 
ANd wif~ ourcolors~ri~nt we·ll wir·dhe fi~ht.We·ll wiNwHpurple aNd w~ife. 
Tofritlld5aJt5Qchers hm w~o ure Sll den.rfo the clo.ss of twer~ty two. 
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Sophomor e Clas~ History 
1920-21 OFFICERS 1921-22 
Perry Rawland, President 
Lillian Myers, Vice-President 
Opal Bussard, Secretary 
Marjorie Lynch, Treasurer 
Irma Willingham, Poet 
Dorothy Nehrling, Historian 
Marie Buckler, Historian 
Claude Combs, Sergeant-at-Arms 
Perry Rawland, President 
Harriet Tate, Vice-President 
Opal Bussard, Secretary 
John Whitesel, Treasurer 
Estella Craft, Poet 
Marian Everett, Historian 
Lillian Myers, Historian 
Carroll Dunn, Sergeant-at-Arms 
Eij"'i'lHE Sophomore class of 1921-22 (twenty-one members) started in the · 
.!..!. fall of 1917, five of whom came from the training school. The class in-
creased very, very gradually until the fall of 1920, when many new mem-
bers were added. Of all the candidates for teachers, three-fourths en-
tered the class last year. Charleston High School, Toledo and Mattoon 
were well represented by especially large and worthy delegations. 
This unusually large and energetic class entered its social career 
almost immediately. The debut took the form of a wiener roast at which 
.everyone ( ?) got acquainted and thereafter knew everyone else 
perfectly well. The class however, could not work together and 
progress without some organization. About a month after school had 
begun, the necessary class officers were elected with much complicated 
parliamentary procedure. Mr. Koch and Miss Rooke, who have since been 
invaluable to the class as advisers, were then elected. The Juniors as a 
big aggregate of really live people, some of whom were Meredith Leck-
r one, Albert Crowe, and Florence McDowell, were the start of many good 
things, such as a dancing school and decoration fights. Everything went 
well until the pep and stored up energy of certain~' u' ·. ;.,," oy..s_ began to 
- ."t ... ~ . v • 
bubble and spill over. As a result "Lanky" Phipps and '"Doctor" Kepner 
one night found themselves tied back to back six miles south of the city. 
The Junior boys whose war spirit was thus aroused, determined further to 
t antalize the busy Seniors by wrecking decoration plans as well as appa-
ratus. However, the Seniors, on a second attempt and then with the help 
<>f Mr. Lord, succeeded in gathering and placing a tew sticks and branches 
of redbud on the platform. The result they termed a Japanese garden. 
Then the Juniors planned to decorate with their secret colors 
and flowers. Nothing could stand in their undaunted way. Their decor-
48 
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ations went quite right, and "the morning after the night before" showed 
the results of a long but rewarded night's work. As soon as it got light 
enough for the Senior girls to get out alone, they came t o see the finishing 
touches added to the most beautiful and artis tic decorations of all pre-
ceding classes. These Senior gir ls succeeded however, in kidnapping one 
of our number, Meredith Leckrone. The dist ance t o F air Grange was not 
long and she was soon back on the job after a hearty country breakfast 
of ham and eggs. 
After this, the excitement was all over. We r ested until time for 
the Junior-Senior banquet. The necessary committees appointed worked 
until every detail was complete. The first part of the evening was given 
to a concert by Miss Diemer. The rest of the evening was given to the 
banquet and dancing, both of which were enjoyed far beyond the hopes 
and expectations of anyone responsible. Here the long-severed ties be-
tween the Junior and Senior classes were united again with that good 
feeling of fellowship which is always shown when people are at their best. 
We were sorry to tell our Senior friends good by but were anxious 
to enter into the responsibilities of teaching. 
Last fall we entered school very uneasy and nervous about the 
mysteries of teaching which were soon to be expounded to us. 
The Sophomore class has had little time for social activities this 
year. Lesson plans have been the cause of our burning much midnight 
oil. At all times we have entertained the kindliest feeling for our under-
classmen friends, and have tried to share such of our vast store of knowl-
edge and experience as their limited attainments seemed to demand. Our 
relations with the Freshmen however, have been perfectly peaceful and 
fraternal so far. Much is to be looked forward to. 
In sports, the class has always been well represented. The Junior 
girls' team won the hockey as well as the basketball tournament in 1920-
21. This year, prospects are good for both boys' and girls' teams. 
As the year goes on, more and more of our work is left to be car-
ried by the faculty, while we spend our time with the more important bus-
iness of teaching and getting up a class play. We are looking forward 
with much anticipation to the time when the Freshmen will show their 
abilities as artist decorators and royal entertainers. 
49 
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SENIOR CLASS 
Charles P rather 
Glenn Hackett Beth Olmst ed 
50 
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Jamor Class Ron 
Vern on Barnes 
Zeta Blankenbaker 
Arthur Forster 
Mrs. Arthur Forster 
Hazel Garrison 
Velma Hughes 
Elizabeth Kerr 
Catherine Lytle 
Louise Nicholson 
Lois Olmsted 
Erna Patterson 
Roscoe Stanberry 
Mary Whalen 
Floyd Wilson 
53 
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fjJ_f.\Ji' HEN school opened September 12, 1920, only six students were en-
00 rolled in the third year of the new four year course. We of the first 
Junior class made up in experience for our smallness in number. We were 
acquainted with all phases of activity on the campus. We had passed safe-
ly through the dark and turbulent t eaching courses in the training school. 
We had triumphed over Bagley and Titchener, and had now returned for 
more worlds to conquer. 
We were acquainted with all the rules of the school, for we had 
learned them three, five and even ten years before in days almost forgot-
ten. We had learned that talking in chapel was not a popular pastime, 
and that smoking on the campus was an unpardonable offense. We had 
learned not to whistle about the building, not to loaf in the corridors and 
cloak-rooms, and not to use the drinking fountains when we were not 
t hirst y. 
At our first class meeting we elected the following officers: 
Charles Prather, President; Ruth Harris, Vice-President; Glenn Hackett, 
Treasurer; Beth Olmsted, Secretary ; Marie Allison, Poet; and Elbert 
Hargis, Student Council Representative. 
The members of the class devoted themselves to t heir studies and 
only t ook part in a few activities as honored guests of the Juniors and 
S eniors. The college Junior class of 1921 closed its career with a play, 
4 'His Second Girl," given to the faculty and alumni on Alumni Day. 
A Senior college class, entirely independent of all other classes for 
its good times, existed for the first time in the fall of 1921. Only three 
members of the old class returned to school as candidates for the first 
bachelor's degree to be given by the new college. Our shattered ranks 
were reinforced by the entrance of a fourth member into the Senior class 
a nd thirteen into the Junior class. Although only seventeen strong, we 
b roke away from all entangling alliances with other classes and entered 
upon a very successful school year. 
In our first class meeting we elected Charles Prather as our stu-
dent council r epresentative, and appointed a class constitutional commit-
t ee. 
As provided for under the constitution drawn up by this committee, 
w e elected the following officers: Arthur Forster, President; Roscoe 
u .... ls____ w;_~_R_B_L_E_R ____ 2_2IIIIIIIil~lli§),·. 
Stanberry, Vice-President; Beth Olmsted, Secretary; Glenn Hackett, 
Treasurer; Catherine Lytle, Historian; and Charles Prather, Sergeant-at-
Arms. 
Although "steeped in"-(we apologize to Miss Daringer)-our stud-
ies this wise and august body participated in many social events in the 
school year . The fir st of these was a wiener roast held back of the school 
forest. One evening, a few nights later, we tiptoed up to the Stanberry's 
door for a little surprise, which failed somewhat in its aim. Mr. and Mrs. 
Marvin proved to be very excellent host and hostess at a psychology 
party was given to the Senior college class on Armistic_e Day. Just before 
leaving for Christmas holidays the class was entertained by a combina-
tion dinner at Elizabeth Kerr's, and on Washington's Birthday Mrs. 
Nehrling entertained us at her home. The last social event planned is a 
banquet to be given by the Juniors t o the Seniors, but as this banquet i& 
a secret, we'll drop the curtain on the first graduating class of the college. 
511 
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-Alice Abell 
Crvstal Abraham 
O~ar Alcorn 
Herbert Anderson 
Sumner Anderson 
Maurice Andrews 
Donald Ashbrook 
Jessie Ashmore 
Flora Becker 
Harold Black 
Max Blair 
Ralph Boyer 
Olive Buchanan 
Clifton Burgener 
Margaret Cavins 
Ida Cisne 
R~lph Clabaugh 
Everett Clinard 
William Creamer 
Luke Crouse 
Albert Crowe 
Gerald Donaldson 
Helen Douglas 
Myrtle Dunlap 
Mona Ferguson 
Emily Fox 
Fred Fromme! 
Erma Garrison 
Irene Garrison 
Neva Gish 
LeRoy Goble 
Forrest Greathouse 
Marian Griffith 
Marian Hamby 
Etta Grimes 
Blanche Harmon 
Marvin Harrison 
Dorothy Haworth 
Mildred Hedges 
Willa Henry 
Helen Holdaway 
Mabel Huff 
WARBLER 
Betty Hull 
Alfred Iknayan 
Harold Isaacson 
Thelma Isenburg 
Edythe Johnson 
Ernest Johnson 
Helen Jones 
Dorothy Jordan 
Gertrude Karnes 
Evelyn Kimmel 
Sara Kaufman 
Richard Keneipp 
Tella King 
Margaret Lambert 
Genevieve Leseman 
Dorothy Loser 
James Lynch 
Martha Macleod 
Naomi Mallinson 
Grace Mangner 
Olive Mapes 
Disa McCall 
Thelma McCullough 
Forrest McKee 
Sula McLin 
Louise Means 
Lillian Mercer 
Margaret Mercer 
Paulina Mitchell 
Hazel Montgomery 
Ferne Moore 
Glenn Moore 
Lora Morse 
Maurice Muchmore 
De Von a O'Hair 
Robia O'Haver 
Laura Partlow 
F lorence Pearson 
Clay Prewitt 
Valentine Pulley blank 
Faithe Riner 
22{§) 
Curelia Riechmann 
Louise Ring 
Kenneth Roney 
F lorence Root 
Charles Schrmer 
Sara Seitz 
Myrle Shafer 
Louise Sharkey 
Virginia Shield 
Mary Slack 
Gladys Smith 
Mamie Smith 
Laura Snow 
Harold Snyder 
Mrs. Gladys Stanberry 
Sarah Starr 
Goldie Steinberg 
Lillian Steward 
Martha Stewart 
Blanche Stillions 
Clifford Sublette 
Mildred Swengel 
Clarice Swinford 
Gladys Swinford 
Sara Talbot 
Sylvia Taylor 
Mrs. Laura Teeter 
Sarilda Temples 
Marian Thorpe 
Jo Tiffin 
Freda Tipsword 
Gertrude Trager 
Clyde Turney 
Jarnes Tutt 
Alta Walker 
Bernice Watson 
Maude vVeakly 
Bernadine Welker 
Tinsie Welsh 
Helen Whitaker 
Leona White 
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President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
OFFICERS 
Albert Crowe 
Sumner Anderson 
Neva Gish 
Treasurer Forrest Greathouse 
Historians Louise Ring, Kenneth Roney 
Poet Luke Crouse 
Warbler Staff Representative James Lynch 
Student Council Representatives 
Sumner Anderson, Harold Snyder 
Faculty Advisers Miss Daringer, Mr. Ashley 
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~ARLY in the fall of 1921 the class of '23 adopted a constitution and a 
lli little later elected the officers. 
The first social event was a hard-times party on Monday evening, 
October 17. Games, cider and doughnuts, and dancing enabled many to 
get acquainted and made ten-thirty come much too soon. The following 
Monday evening was spent at Wilson's woods in roasting wieners, playing 
games, telling stories, and singing. A week later the class co-operated 
with the Sophomores in putting on a class dance. This was very well at-
tended, and another one was given later in the year. 
About the last of January, it was decided to give a vaudeville for 
the purpose of raising funds. The date was set for April 3, and many of 
the class were kept busy up to that time in preparing for it. Due to the 
excellent and untiring efforts of the committee in charge and the faculty 
advisers, and the fine co-operation of the entire class the vaudeville was 
entertaining and successful. 
In athletics the class of '23 has done equally well. The girls 
started things off in the fall by winning the hockey tournament. Al-
though at the end of the basketball season the boys made a poor showing 
in the game against the Sophomores, the girls soon made amends for it. 
In spite of losing their first game in the girls' basketball tournament, they 
came back with such determination and pep in the next two, as to score 
fifty-three points against the next highest scorer's thirty-five, thus win-
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ning their second championship. The Sophomores were among their vic-
tims. It was agreed before the Freshman-Sophomore game that the win-
ners should be the guests of the losers at a class dance, making the out-
come of the conflict especially pleasing. The only remaining interclass 
athletic event is the track meet. If the dope is at all correct, the boys 
will atone for their defeat in basketball and take the meet by a wide mar-
gin. 
The big events of the year are yet to come. As Warbler IV goes 
to press Freshman committees are working on decoration plans and on the 
Freshman-Sophomore party. The date of the latter is Tuesday, May 23. 
The date of the former as well as the class colors and flowers has not 
been decided. 
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TWELFTH YEAR CLASS 
Daisy Irene Icenogle Mayme Blankenbeker Reese 
Helen Celeste Craig Harold Huston Kerr Rhoda Prather 
Lois Jessie Craig Sara Emily Heistand 
JVIarjorie Lucinda Love Robert W. Shoemaker Sylvia Miriam Ashworth 
Arlie Chester Mohlenhoff -Grace Winifred Gordon 
Helen Janet Grimes Gertrude Estelle Mayes Corinne Foltz 
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Harold Humphrey Whittemore Alma Ruth Ingram 
Marjorie Dean Deffenbaugh 
Helen Marie Sherman Carolyn Wentworth Springer 
Eunice Belle Wright Thomas Claude Price 
Bernice Ellen Authenrieth Elanora Helen Kastl Grace Mae Accord 
Bertie May Smith Clarence Doug1as Samrord 
Mildred Maudline Conner Ruby Josephine Sharp Charlotte E llen Spurlin 
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Gladys McMillan 
Orville Donaldson Margaret Lynch 
OTHER MEMBERS ARE 
Sumner Anderson, Vernon Barnes, Claude Combs, Dale Coyle, 
Albert Crowe, Myrtle Dunlap, Dorot hy Haworth, Alfred Iknayan, Law-
rence Jenkins, Ketha Mcintosh, Paulina Mitchell, Nelle Wright. 
TWELFTH YEAR CLASS ADVISERS 
Our class chose for its advisers, Mr. Spooner and Miss Shortess, 
who have been untiring in their efforts toward us. We take this oppor-
tunity to thank them. 
f)] .. t-.s ___ w;_~_RB_L_E._R ___ 2_~ .... ~-~,· 
Twelitll Year Class History 
Class colors-pink and green. 
Flowers-sweet peas. 
11' N 1918 we began, our E. I. career in Room 6, under the watchful eye 
!!. and tender care of Miss Ragan. We were rather green then, but you 
couldn't tell it now. Then we had 82 members and were distinguished in 
being the first class in the newly established high school department of 
the Teachers College. 
The next year we had, in our opinion at least, worn off about 99 
per cent of our greenness and were admitted to the assembly room at all 
times. We were thus allowed to imitate our dignifted predecessors. Of 
course we were considered an insignificant group but later disproved the 
fact by standing second in rank in the girls' basketball tournament. It 
was during this year that the student council was established. Robert 
Shoemaker represented us in the council. 
Then came our Junior year. We had no Seniors to entertain or 
fight with, so the most of the year was not very exciting. In February a 
tea was given in the reception room. With the proceeds we presented the 
school with a bust of Lincoln. By this time our number had decreased 
to 37. We organized, electing these officers: 
Harold Whittemore, P r esident. 
Robert Shoemaker, Vice-President. 
Mayme Blankenbeker, Secretary. 
Emily Heistand, Treasurer. 
Miss Ellington, Mr. Widger, Advisers. 
Robert Shoemaker again re!]resented us in the 
Student Council. 
In t he fall the usual trip to the woods was made with a good sur ply 
of wieners and marshmallows, buns and pickles. In the spring we took 
our outing at the Rocks with everyone having his wonderful time. 
Our Senior year has been the crown of our lives. We scouted about 
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and increased our roll to 43. Shortly after school opened we elected these 
officers who have served unimpeachably all year: 
Harold Kerr, President. 
Marjorie Love, Vice-President. 
Daisy Icenogle, Treasurer. 
Mayme B. Reese, Secretary. 
Robert Shoemaker, Sergeant-at-Arms. 
Lois Craig, Historian. 
Carolyn Springer, Poet. 
Sylvia Ashworth, Photographer. 
Miss Shortess, Class Angel. 
Mr. Spooner, Class Angel. 
Dale Coyle was elected to succeed Harold Whittemore as 
our Student Council Representative. 
The indispensable wiener roast was held early in the year. In the 
mid-winter we enjoyed a party together with the other high school classes. 
On May 15, three one-act plays, "The Wonder Hat", "Neighbors" 
and "Wurzel Flummery", will be presented. They are being ably directed 
by Miss Shortess. 
In the last week of May comes the annual trip t o the Rocks where 
everyone has a rollicking good time and plenty to eat. 
Altho we graduate from the H. S. we still have a few more years 
at E. I., and the historian predicts that this class will be a blue ribbon 
winner always in the future. 
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Eleventh Year Clai!!IB Ron J 
Ruth Andres 
Vera Barnes 
Geneva Bell 
Barbara Bisson 
Haro:d Blackford 
Dorothy Blair 
Gladys Brading 
Mildred Brown 
William Chesnut 
Henrietta Clem 
Georgiana Coleman 
Leo Combs 
Margaret Coon 
Vera Cowger 
Josie Day 
Lois Edman 
Bernice Fasig 
Ruth Fawley 
Orval Funkhouser 
Mrs. Pearl Garret 
Mary Gullett 
Clyde Gwin 
Dorothy Hackett 
Ruel Hall 
Anna Hartmann 
Pauline Hedges 
Iva Holsapple 
Lois Johnston 
Alice Kelly 
Chenault Kelly 
Vinnie Kent 
Paul Kepner 
Josiah Kerans 
Cleo King 
Dwight Lake 
Earl Lee 
Gohring Lynch 
Irma Moore 
Hugh Osborn 
Harry Phipps 
Dorothy Roberts 
Mrs. Frances Rogers 
Mrs. Susie Scot t 
Helen Shafer 
Opal Shinn 
Frances Shoemaker 
Redith Spies 
Elsie Stiff 
Roy Stillions 
Beulah Tittle 
Herman Walker 
Lois Waters 
Edgar Williams 
Goldie Wilson 
Norviel Woodburn 
Myra Zerkel 
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CLASS OFFICERS 
Gohring Lynch, President. 
Frances Shoemaker, Vice-President. 
Roy Stillions, Secretary. 
Harry Phipps, Treasurer. 
Roy Stillions, Student Council Representatjve. 
Alice Kelly, Warbler Staff Representative. 
Mr. Moore and Mr. Hall, Class Advisers. 
Class colors-rose and gray. 
22"" 
rifj'lHE wiener roast at the opening of school, t he presentation of a play 
.!....!. at the annual student Carnival, and i:'Undry social celebrations have 
made this year a fertile one for the growth of class spirit. St. Patrick's 
birthday was an occasion for one of our prettiest and most successful 
parties. This led us to plan a banquet in honor of our worthy friends , 
the Senior s. 
We have been athletic too, as well as sociable. The girls of the 
class joined with the girls of the Senior class in the formation of an inde-
pendent team for hockey and basketball. The representatives for hockey 
were Lois Waters, Ruth Fawley, Ruth Andres, Mildred Brown, Anna 
Hartmann and Ruth Ingram. Those for basketball were Lois Waters and 
R uth Fawley. 
The boys on the class basketball team were Emerson Wilson, (cap-
t ain of the all-star team selected in the high school tournament) Rue! Hall, 
Gohring Lynch, Cleo King, Leo Combs and Norviel Woodburn. 
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Tentb Year Class Boll 
Aurelia Adams 
Fred Adams 
Goldie Adkins 
Ina Akeman 
Nina Akeman 
Bertha Albert 
Edward Baker 
Cyril Bell 
Nellie Cain 
Theodore Cavins 
August Caylor 
Mildred Checkley 
Ruth Checkley 
Cecil Chesser 
Forrest Combs 
Wayne Cooper 
Florence Craig 
Coralie Curry 
Lora Davis 
May Dowthitt 
Lois Dowthitt 
Tilford Dudley 
Harry Ekins 
Beulah Evans 
Mary E versole 
Helen F arris 
George Forer>wn 
Derenna Freeland 
Erica F reeland 
Thelma Freeland 
Oliver Gaboury 
William Gannaway 
Carlos Goff 
Hazel Gordon 
Edgar Gwin 
Leo Haddock 
Sylvester Hall 
Rosetta Hays 
Conard Hogue 
Pauline Icenogle 
Elwood James 
Helen Lippincott 
Mildred McCandlish 
Lawrence McElwee 
Ruth McMorris 
Marjor ie Milburn 
Margery Miller 
Hazel Moulton 
Mildred N oltmg 
F lorence O'Hair 
Eva Olmsted 
Paul Osborn 
Helen Paul 
Margaret Popham 
Helen Powell 
Bernadine Powers 
Frances Powers 
Helen Price 
Vernon Replogle 
Alice Russell 
Edward Sims 
Teddy Sims 
Virginia Sims 
Kate Smith 
Helen Sollars 
Leona Stevens 
Opal Stiff 
Devona Swinford 
Robert Thrall 
Gordon Titus 
Reita Tomberlin 
Charles Veach 
Dorothea Wardell 
Russell Weaver 
Hallie Whitesel 
Hazel Whitesel 
Fern Williams 
Geneva Williams 
Robert Williams 
Emerson Wilson 
Ruby Witters 
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qjilHE tens started this year with an enrollment of eighty students. Out 
.!.!. of these eighty the following class officers were elected: 
Florence Craig, President. 
Florence O'Hair, Vice-President. 
William Gannaway, Secretary. 
Teddy Sims, Sergeant-at-Arms. 
Tilford Dudley, Student Council Representative. 
Ina Akeman and Tilford Dudley, Historians. 
Alice Russell, Warbler Staff Representative. 
Gordon Titus' term as student council representative expired No-
vember first. The vacancy was filled by Fred Adams until April 5th, when 
Tilford Dudley was elected. 
Mr. Modesitt and Mr. Daniels were chosen as class advisers. 
On October 18, the class and advisers, accompanied by some wie-
Iters, hiked to Wils;m's woods and consumed the wieners and some buns. 
During the carnival the class showed its ingenuity by exhibiting 
Miss Ragan's ford, and the latest styles of neckwear at "Ye Old Curiosity 
S hop." ' 
January 30, we had a party in the gymnasium, each member having 
t he privilege of inviting a guest. The evening was spent in dancing and 
playing games. 
Although the girls didn't "star" in the hockey tournament, they 
did more than their share of "twinkling", besides having gallantly de-
f eated the college Sophomores in the Homecoming game. Even if the 
boys and girls didn't have brilliant class teams, we were well represented 
em the high school team. 
WARBLER 
SCHOOL SONG 
1 
For us arose thy walls and towers, 
Their beauty, strength and grace are ours; 
The hills and prair ies at our feet , 
For us in lovely landscape meet. 
Refrain 
So must our hearts remember thee, 
So may our lives our tribute be, 
Str ong, true, and beautiful, and brave, and f ree, 
So shall our hearts, our hearts remember thee. 
2 
For loyal friends, for lasting gain, 
For hard won joys that long remain, 
For strength of victory possessed, 
We thank the school we love the best. 
3 
Across the years thy spirit burns, 
Across the land in love it yearns, 
Enkindled with the light of truth, 
Made perfect in eternal youth. 
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Ninth Year Gla~s Ron 
Dorothy Anderson 
Olive Anderson 
Marne Armstrong 
Bernice Austin 
Gwindell Bails 
Sol Beavers 
Mary Bisson 
Herbert Brown 
Paul Brown 
Carl Butler 
Delphia Clinard 
George Conrad 
Florence Cooper 
Dorothy Cox 
Foy Craig 
Frances Craig 
John Darling 
Alice Davis 
Leonard Davis 
Ralph Day 
May Dennis 
Alta Dotson 
J ennie Dunn 
; Edward Faust 
Eula Flesher 
Haldan Foltz 
Ralph Foote 
Clay Freeland 
Otis Goble 
Lewis Grimes 
Nadine Gwin 
Cleo Haddock 
George Haddock 
Leona Haddock 
Ruth Harper 
Otis Harvey 
Lawrence Hill 
Ollie James 
Charles Johns 
Floyd Kaufman 
Glen Kaufman 
Bertie Lanman 
Freda Marks 
Lena Weaver 
T heodore Whitesel 
Anna Markwell 
Wanda McDivitt 
Stanley Mcintosh 
William Mcintosh 
Byron McMillan 
Herschel McMorris 
Edwin Mohlenhoff 
Rober t Mcnts 
Nettie Murphy 
Mildred Niemeyer 
Wilfred Nolting 
Loy Pennington 
Irma Popham 
Ethel Prather 
Velma Rains 
Mary Ralston 
Frances Ratts 
Joseph Rennels 
Clifford Replogle 
Thomas Rhoden 
Russell Rutan 
Lynn Sanders 
Hershel Sherrow 
Wiiliam Shoemaker 
Robert Shoot 
Mary Sims 
Nora Sims 
Virginia Spence 
Eugene Stillions 
William Stone 
Helen Sullivan 
Ralph Swisher 
Eula Taylor 
Jessie Taylor 
Roschen Taylor 
Ernestine Thomas 
Virginia Thomas 
Bonnie Tittle 
Mae Todd 
Wesley Tucker 
Nellie Walker 
Florence Waltrip 
Ethel Was son 
Ruth Weaver J ohn Whalen 
Robert Winkler Anson Witters 
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Ji0. S history repeats itself another large ninth year class was enrolled 
.~ at the office on registration day and on the following morning assem-
bled in its prospective home, Room 6. 
Acting upon our adviser's suggestion, we did not select our officers 
immediately at the first of the year, but waited until we had become better 
acquainted through our association in the class room and elsewhere. Then 
with good choice we elected the following officers: 
.. 
Lynn Sanders, President. 
Robert Shoot, Vice-President. 
Foy Craig, Secretary. 
Frances Craig, Treasurer. 
Ray Harvey, Sergeant-at-Arms. 
Floyd Kaufman, Student Council Representative. 
Theodore Whitesel, Warbler Staff Representative. 
Later the positions of secretary and sergeant-at-arms became va-
cant and Gwindell Bails and Prentice Stone were elected to fill the offices. 
Making our existence known among the other classes, we took part 
in the school programs on several occasions throughout the year. The 
most successful exhibitions of our dramatic abilities were when we illus-
trated a fake class meeting on Homecoming Day, and when we put "Lady 
How-Can-She and Her Troupe" on the stage at the annual carnival. 
Besides our good times in the classroom during the year, we had 
our share of social events. At the first of the fall term we journeyed to 
the woods south of the campus and enjoyed a steak and wiener roast. On 
the night of February 26 the girls delightfully entertained the boys with 
a Valentine party. The room was beautifully decorated in our class colors, 
red and white. Later in the spring the boys returned the party, and room 
6 was once again the scene of a gala occasion. 
Another feature of our school life was our participation in athletics. 
Due to the lack of practice, our girls were unable to put out a team either 
in hockey or basketball. Our boys, however, made up for the lack of the 
girls' athletics by putting forth very successful teams in football, basket-
ball and baseball. The boys out of the ninth grade that received mono-
grams from high school athletics were, P rentice Stone, Eugene Stillions, 
Robert Shoot and Ray Harvey. 
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STUDENT COUNCIL 
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Gfr!HE Student Co~cil was org~niz_ed in the spring of 1920 in order to 
.U. provide a means of commumcatwn between the faculty and student 
body, and to provide a permanent organization t hrough which t he students 
could express their point of view on school affairs. 
The council was re-organized and a new constitution was written 
during the school year, 1921-1922, in order to correct cert ain deficiencies 
which were brought out during the preceding year, and in order to meet 
the new conditions caused by the change in the school curriculum. 
Activit ies of the Council 
I. October 14th- Conduct ing of cafet eria at Teachers' Meeting. 
II. Oct. and Nov.- Selling of refreshments at football games. 
III. October 29th-Management of t he Homecoming program. 
IV. December l Oth-Management of the carnival. 
V. February 27th- Management of the student-facult y reception 
VI. March 3rd and 4th-Conducting of cafeteria at t he district 
t ournament and selling of score cards. 
In addition to t he activities mentioned the council has devoted 
much time to securing the necessary money for t he balcony. Successful 
subscription campaigns wer e carried on among the alumni, faculty and 
s tudents of the school. 
Student Council Officers 
Charles Prather, President 
Mamie Dorsch, Secretary 
John Whitesel, Treasurer 
Student Council Representatives 
College 
Charles P rather, Senior class; Arthur Forster, J unior class; 
Mamie Dorsch, J ohn Whitesel, Sophomore class; Sumner Anderson, Har-
old Snyder, Freshman class. 
High School 
Dale Coyle, Senior class; Roy Stillions, Junior class; Tilford Dudley, 
Sophomore class; Floyd Kaufman, F reshman class. 
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The New Constitution 
Preamble 
We, the members of t he student body of the E astern Illinois State 
Teachers College, in order t hat there may be more unity and a better un-
derstanding between the students and the faculty, and in order that the 
students may a id in the school discipline and in the general procedure of 
school affairs, do ordain and establish this Constitution of the Student 
Council. 
Article One 
Sec. 1. There shall be eleven (11) members of the Student CounciL 
Ten of these shall be chosen from the different classes. There shall be one 
(1) representative from the Senior class college, one (1) from the Junior 
class of college, two (2) from the Sophomore class of college, two (2) from 
the Freshman class of college, one (1) from the 12th year class, one (1) 
from the 11th year class, one (1) from the lOth year class and one (1) 
from the Junior High School. The last named shall be chosen from the 
Ninth grade. 
The editor of the Teachers College News shall be admitted by the 
right of his office, but he shall not have a vote. 
Sec. 2. The term of office and election of members shall be as 
follows: 
(a) The 9th grade shall choose a representative at their first 
class meeting to serve until December 5. Then a member shall be elected 
for one (1) year. 
(b) The lOth year class shall choose a member December 5 t o 
serve until April 5. Then a new member shall be elected to serve for one 
(1) year. 
(c) The 11th year class shall choose a member April 5 to serve 
until December 5. 
(d) The 12th year class shall choose a member December 5 t o 
serve one (1) year. 
(e) The Freshman college class shall choose one (1) member at 
their first class meeting. This member shall hold office until the close of 
the school year. The second representative from the Freshman college 
class shall be chosen Decmber 5 to serve one (1) year. 
(f) The Sophomore class of college shall choose one (1) member 
at their first class meeting to serve for one (1) year. The second repre-
sentative from the Sophomore class of college shall be elected December 5 
to serve until the end of the school year. 
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(g) The Junior class of college shall choose one (1) member at 
their first meeting to serve until April 5. Then a new member shall be 
elected to serve until December 5. 
(h) The Senior class of college shall choose one (1) member on 
December 5 to serve until the end of the school year. 
Sec. 3. The member from the Senior class of college shall call a 
meeting of the council within three (3) days after his election, to elect 
all the officers that the council thinks necessary. Each officer shall serve 
for one year and is not subject to re-election. The council shall meet at 
least once in every three (3) weeks. Three-fourths (3;4, ) of the members 
of the council shall constitute a quorum. Any further organization of the 
council shall be made by the council. In case of a vacancy, or resignation, 
a new member shall be chosen by the class in which the vacancy occurs. 
Article Two 
Sec. 1. No person is eligible as a member of the council who is not 
satisfactorily carrying three (3) subjects. 
Sec. 2. The above section shall be enforced by the officers of the 
student council. 
Article Three 
Sec. 1. The student council shall r epresent and lead the st udent 
b ody in all matters of student inter est. 
Sec. 2. The president of the council shall lead business meetings 
on the student body. 
Sec. 3. If any officer or member of the council fail to fulfil his 
duties, the said member of officer shall be automatically deprived of his 
office by a written request from the remaining members of the council. 
Article Four 
Sec. 1. When twenty (20) students have signed a petition for a 
proposed amendment to this constitution, the said amendment shall be 
laid before the council. The council shall have the right to change and 
pass on the said amendment before giving it to the different classes. When 
t wo-thirds (2-3) of the classes, by a majority vote, pass the proposed 
amendment it is then an amendment and shall be incorporated in this 
constitution. 
Article Five 
Sec. 1. This constitution shall be in effect when six (6) out of 
eight (8) classes have ratified it. 
Sec. 2. There can be no amendments made before ratification. 
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!Zj"flHE r egular meetings of the Young Women's Christian Association 
.!..!. were held bi-monthly throughout the year in the parlors of Pember-
ton Hall. As a fitting climax to the campaign for new members, a candle-
light service was held for installations. In October, Janet Grimes was 
sent as the E . I. representative to a Chicago conference where plans were 
made for future work. In December, Miss Margaret Pierce, one of the 
field secretaries, visited and addressed the school. In January, Mr. Lowry, 
of the Young Men's Chr stian Associat ion came here under t he auspices 
of the Young Women's Christian Associat ion . He spoke in chapel con-
cerning the Student Friendsh ip Fund, and by impersonating a poor Rus-
sian student, aroused his hearer s so successf ully that the faculty and 
students cont ributed t wo hundred and thir t y dollars . 
Knowing "all work and no play makes J ack a dull boy," t he asso-
ciation twice entertained the student body. The fi r st party was a" get 
acquaint ed" lawn part y on t he first Saturday of school. Everyone was 
compelled to shake hands until he wore out a paper bag tied to his wrist . 
Then came games and ice cream, and dancing on t he lawn with the whole 
campus as a ball room. On the first Saturday in April the girls opened 
the "Aw Kum Awn Inn" cabar et. The features of the evening were a jit-
ney dance, refreshments, t he Florador a double sextette and a solo dance 
by Marjor ie Miller. 
Janet Grimes, President. 
Sylvia Ashworth, Vice-President. 
Lillis Fleming, Secretary. 
Callie Weber, Treasurer. 
Elsie Sloan, Undergraduate Field Representative. 
Dorothy Blair, Publicity Chairman. 
Dorothy Hackett, World Fellowship Chairman. 
Dorothy Haworth, Social Chairman. 
Marguerite Clark, Devotional Chairman. 
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CifflHE Normal School News, now the Teachers College News, has had a 
.!...!. sric:cessful career since its first publication in 1915, under tl1_e men-
agernent of Ivan ~oble and Ernest Bails. In size and content the pre:sent 
News is a little different from the preceding ones. The paper is a four-
page weekly, issued on each Tuesday of the school year. 
In the fall of 1921 the new staff, with the co-operation of a faculty 
committee set about reorganizing and placing the new Teachers College 
News on a sound financial basis. This re-organization has brought about 
the use of a higher quality of paper which not only improves the appear-
ance of the News but makes possible the printing of many pictures of dif-
ferent school buildings and activities of interest to the subscribers. The 
News had, during this year, a circulation of six hundred copies, about 
thirty of which went to neighboring high schools. The aim of the News 
is to keep the students and alumni interested in school affairs by publish-
ing the most important school news. This year the paper was given a 
slight literary touch by devoting one column exclusively to the publication 
of student themes. F ormerly the new members of the staff were elected 
by the old staff at the end of the school year, (with the approval of the 
president of the school. ) Now, the selection of the new staff is made by 
t he student council, with the approval of the faculty committee. 
l " . 
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The staff for 1921-1922 has been as follows: 
Charles Prather, Editor-in-Chief. 
Lillian Myers, Associate Editor. 
Harold Kerr, Society Editor. 
Robert Shoemaker, Business Manager. 
Gage Carman, Alumni Editor. 
S. E. Thomas, Faculty Adviser. 
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liffilHE entertainment course this year has been an unusually interesting 
.!.!. one. It is under the auspices of the followng committee: Mr. Widger, 
chairman, Miss Ewalt, Mr. Koch, Mr. Lantz, and Miss Skeffington, 
Wednesday, October 5, the Vivian Players presented a modern com-
edy by Mack Suan, "Her Own Money". 
The best number, many say, was Wednesday evening, December 
14, "The Impresario." This famous comic opera, made up from an inter-
esting medley of Mozart music, was presented by an all-star cast with 
Percy R emus in the title role. The singing and acting were pleasing, and 
the costumes and stage setting were elaborate. 
The third number was an evening of magic and artl presented by 
Henry and company. The first part of the evening was given to "seeing 
things that one did not see." But Mr. Henry was kind and explained all 
his tricks so that everyone misunder stood perfectly. Even yet one hears 
occasionally "but where did the rats go ?" The rest of the evening was 
spent in picture making with colored sand. 
Thursday evening, March 30, the Zoellner String Quartette gave 
t he last number on the course. This quartet, which is made up of a father, 
his two sons and a daughter, is an especially fine one. We add our praises 
to the favorable comment aroused wherever these players entertain. 
In addition to the regular entertainment course the student body of 
t his year has had the opportunity of seeing moving pictures in our assem-
bly room. A number of Pathe reviews have been shown, generally on Fri-
day evenings. Also the pictures, "Julius Caesar", "The Last Days of Pom-
peii", and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" have been shown. The students are 
eagerly watching the moving picture program with the expectation of 
seeing some masterpieces of literature reproduced on our screen in the 
3lear future. 
llS 
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The Dramatic Club 
Gfi"JHE dramatic club started its existence in 1920, and was not reorgan-
.U. ized until the winter term this year. The officers are: President, 
Alfred Iknayan; Secretary, Harriet Tate; Treasurer, Louise Means. 
The club has for its purpose the study of drama, the production of 
plays to be given before the club, and at least one play each twelve weeks 
to be given in public. The public performance has not yet been given but 
we are predicting success. 
At the different meetings the club has been entertained by various 
members. Miss Lillian Mercer gave two pleasing readings. Miss Harriet 
Tate read an unusual ghost story. Mr. Iknayan read the play, "Eugeni-
cally Speaking", a clever farce. Besides these, talks, instructive and 
amusing, have added to the interest to the members. These are only some 
of the best of the varied programs. This year's members, especially this 
year's Senior members, hope that the club will not be allowed to die out 
but will start next year as an active member of the "club of things that 
make E. I. worth while." 
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CLASS DECORATIONS 
' fr' T has been the custom for some vears for both the Junior and Senior JJ, classes, now the Freshman and Sophomore classes of college, to take 
one night off from lessons and sleep and spend it in beautifying the assem-
bly room. Of course, this is a matter of utmost secrecy, and there is 
greatest of rivalry between the two classes as to which will have the best 
looking decorations. Generally two means are taken to secure this end. 
One is by making their own as beautiful as they can and the other is by 
trying to keep the other class f rom having any. 
Last year the Freshmen's spirits were high, and quite a little ener-
gy was spent in planning the decorations, making the lattice work, and 
finally the great night, carrying out these plans. The plan of the deco-
rations was that of a front porch covered with purple and white flowers 
and foliage. Two pergolas were built in the opera chairs for the faculty 
to sit under. 
The picture below is a reproduction of the appearance of the plat-
form, but a picture of the entire affair can only be found tucked away in 
the memories of the class of '22. 
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:Mn~ieal Fe~tival 
Thursday, May 4-2:00. Children's chorus, assisted by visiting 
aritsts. 8:00, Concert given by Elsa Diemer, Soprano ; Frieda Klink, Con-
tralto ; Eugene F . Dressler, Tenor ; Graham Marr, Baritone and the mass 
chor us of all the schools. 
Friday, May 5. 2:00, Contest for all visiting schools. 8:00, Oper-
etta, "The Princess Dorothea." 
The concert given Thursday evening was the best feature of the 
program. This concert was g iven by a mass chorus composed of the 
Teachers College chorus and visiting High School glee clubs and the talent 
that was engaged. The mass chorus sang: "Wake Miss Lindy," "The 
Miller's Wooing." 
The Teachers College chorus also sang, "Daybreak." 
"The Princess Dorothea", the operetta, was one of the most popular 
numbers. 
The cast includes some eighty children; the list of principals, and a 
synopsis of scenes follow: 
The King ___________ __ Edward Thomas 
The Queen _____ ____ ____ Mahala Hosney 
The Princess Dorothea ___ Margaret Irwin 
Edward ____ ______ _____ Har old Sanders 
Oswald ___ ____ _________ F inis Swinford 
The Robber Chief_ ____ __ Lyle Henderson 
A Policeman ___ ___ ______ _ Howell Myles 
A Dancer _____________ _ Mar jorie Digby 
Pages at the Court_ __ Mar tha June White 
___ Margaret McCarthy 
Act I. A City Square. The princess meets the beggar. The fu-
tile r ebellion against the parents, who announce a r oyal ball to be given at 
the palace. The robbers ejected from the city, return and, plotting ven-
geance upon the king and queen, plan to attend the ball. 
Act II. A ballroom in the royal palace. The evening of the ball. 
The servants have a preliminary party of their own. Edward arrives ; 
and so do the royal party; and the robbers, who haven't been invited. The 
r obbers depart sudden:y. 
Act III. The home of the robbers in the forest . Several days have 
elapsed since Act II. Greenwood festivities. The return of the chief and 
t he dilemma of his followers. Edward's solution. The initia t ion cere-
monies are interrupted, but it all ends happily. 
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~HIS year the Sophomores will present on May 29, three one-act plays . 
.!..!. The first is a modern farce by Eden Phillpotts, "A Pair of Knicker-
bockers." The story is center ed about the troubles of a newly wedded 
couple over the wife's desire to appear in a "rational walking costume." 
The husband has not been sufficiently modernized to approve of a pair of 
knickerbockers just like his own on his bride. And she has not gone far 
enough in modernization to appreciate her husband in her red glace silk. 
The cast is as follows: 
Mr. Melrose ----------------'--Carroll Dunn 
Mrs. Melrose ________________ Anne Laughlin 
The second play is of a more serious nature. It deals with the eter-
nal clash between the new and the passing generation. It is "Mansions," 
by Hildegarde Flanner. The cast is as follows: 
Harriet Wilde ________________ Lillian Myers 
Lydia Wilde __________________ Harriet Tate 
Joe Wilde __________________ Perry Rawland 
The third play is entitled "Gringoire," by Arthur Shirley. Being 
in the days of Louis XI, it gives an excellent chance for effective costumes. 
It is a love story and ends happily with "Gringoire", a despised young 
poet, the happy husband of the king's daughter, "Jeanette." The cast is 
as follows: 
Louis XI __________________ Richard Fawley 
Simon ______________________ John Whitesel 
Gringoire ________________ Dorothy Nehrling 
Oliver-le-Daim ___________ McClellan Eversole 
Jeanette ___________________ Marian Everett 
Nicole ______________________ Joyce Traeger 
.. ' I 
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tf\\N Saturday, October 29, t he sixth annual Homecoming was held at 
~ E . I. From the students' point of view it was one of t he most suc-
cessful of all the Homecomings. A heavy rain F r iday night and early 
Saturday morning did not prevent many old students and former members 
of the faculty from t aking part in and enjoying the program, which the 
student council and t he f aculty committee had planned. This program 
was even better than hoped by the most optimistic of the student body 
or faculty. Many favorable comments were heard from the many differ-
ent guests. "It is the best program E. I. has ever had," was a very com-
mon remark. The front of the building and the entrance were gaily de-
corated with blue and gray. 
At nine o'clock the assembly room was packed with the faculty, the 
student body, and their guests. The training school started the program 
by singing, "0 me, 0 my," and then marched through the two rear doors, 
up the two center isles, carrying wands decorated in blue and gray. As 
soon as the children were in their places they sang one verse of "Illinois." 
Mr. Lord conducted chapel exercises, which began by singing hymn 
number one. The text was "Charity Chapter." Then hymn number one-
hundred thirteen was sung. Mr. Lord was at his best in chapel, making 
one of those wonderful talks which only Mr. Lord can make. 
Mr. Koch then sang "On the Road to Mandalay," and an encore. 
Homecoming would not be homecoming without an address from 
Mr. Neal, who might well be called "the father of the E. I. S. T. C." Mr. 
Neal's homecoming t alk was good as it is every homecoming. 
The glee club then obliged us by singing 'Swing Along." This 
selection was so good th at every one was disappointed in not hearing an 
encore. "The School Song" and "Illinois," sung by the school, finished 
chapel exercises. 
Following chapel there were several class stunts given by the dif-
ferent classes. This part of the homecoming was new t o E. I. homecom-
ing programs and was well received. The first stunt, "The Homecoming 
Pie," was given by the lOth year class. A huge pie, made from cardboard 
and oilcloth, was cut in sixths. Across the front was printed "lOth year 
pumpkin pie." A student arose from each piece bearing the following six 
placards: "Welcome-Back-to-Old-E.-!." "Football in 1925" was the stunt 
to have been given by the 12th year class. On account of t he rain and hot 
weather" another stunt was given. A large music scale in which ten holes 
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had been cut, each hole r epresenting a note, was placed on the platform. 
This tetrau-phone then played "E. I. Will Shine Tonight." The Freshman 
Quartet, Roney, Goble, Moore and Anderson sang an opera selection, 
"Mary Had a Little Lamb." This quartet is the best in the school, if not 
t he best in Charleston. The Senior college class gave a selection repre-
senting the office of the Teachers College News. An incubator was used in 
which jokes were hatched out for the "Incubator." "Something New" 
was given by the 11th year class. Each member of the class stepped for-
ward on the stage speaking one or two words of the following sentence: 
"We, the 11th year class, welcome the Alumni and wish you to know that 
we are entirely original in that we could find nothing else to do, we thank 
you." The Sophomore stunt, "Old Songs and New Tunes" was given by 
the quintet composed of Misses Tate, Laughlin, N ehrling, Lynch and 
Myers. The last number was a class meeting, given by the 9th year class. 
All sorts of foolish motions were made and carried. All the class stunts 
were well received and they added much to the success of the homecom-
ing. After the stunts, a hockey game was played between two of Miss 
Stewart's gymnasium teams, and furnished quite a little excitement and 
amusement to the many spectators. 
In the afternoon a parade formed in front of the main building and 
marched out to the Schahrer f ield to see E. I. win from Rose Poly's big 
eleven. The school band led the procession, and then came the "take off" 
on certain faculty members led by the counterpart of Mr. Lord on horse-
back. Only three weeks before Rose Poly's team played our boys a noth-
ing to nothing game; but on this day, backed by an enthusiastic home-
coming crowd, our t eam " romped away" with four touchdowns and won 
by a score of 28-0. The goal posts were beautif ully decorat ed with rose 
and whit e, and blue and grey, the colors of the two schools. Well pleased 
with t he outcome of the game, the school and visitors left for Pemberton 
Hall t o take advantage of the opportunity- in form of a the dansant-
offered by Miss Molyneaux and t he girls of the Hall, t o visit and renew 
old acquaintances. 
The banquet at 6 :30 in Pemberton Hall was enjoyed by everyone 
that attended. A chicken dinner received the attention of everyone dur-
ing the first part of the evening. Mr. Taylor was at his best as toast-
master. Mr. Forster spoke on the history of the Senior college. Mr. 
K och gave an interesting t alk on the "red tape" he had t o go through 
last summer while visiting in Europe. Mr. Lord finished t he program 
by making a speech on the E. I. of today. The next few hours were spent 
in real enjoyment of one of our favorite pastimes, t he informal dance 
given in t he gym. 
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Jl T has been known for several years that our gymnasium was too small 
to accomodate all the people who wanted to see our basketball games. 
The students realized that the idea of getting an entirely new building 
was a useless one, so they began to think about a bakony for the one we 
had. The only way to get it seemt:d to be for them to raise the money. 
The student council, with the hearty backing of the entire student body, 
set out to accomplish this task. A carnival was given, a basketball game 
was held between two alumni teams, and several other things were tried; 
and still the money was not coming fast enough. Any idea of giving up 
the balcony now was impossible, for the material was already here and the 
work well under way. Plans for making money had begun to grow rather 
scarce, and we were finally forced to call on our alumni for help. Along 
with the most excellent response from them and our friends, the receipts 
of the student efforts accumulated, until, by the opening of the spring 
term, the balcony was paid for. 
In the meantime, Mr. Ashley had made the plans and submitted 
them to the state architect . As soon as they were passed, the material 
was obtained and the boys of the school set to work in real earnest to 
make the balcony a success. After no small amount of hard labor, it was 
completed. It not only added much to the appearance of t he place but im-
mediately proved itself worthy of the trouble it had caused, by making 
possible our having the district high school basketball tournament. 
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l:ifjilHE Halloween party was one of the best of the year. The throng con-
.!!. sisting of negro mammies, clowns, gypsies, nurses and nearly every 
type of personage on the globe, gathered in the gaily decorated gymna-
sium. The program was opened with a grand march pa >t the judges' 
stand. Janet Grimes and Ket ha Mcintosh were given first wize because 
of the artistry displayed in their costumes of oak leave.,;. Marie Buckler 
and Floyd Wilson received the second prize for their take-off on two old 
people, which was so clever that no one could r ecognize them. Mr. Widger, 
Oliver Gaboury and Carlos Goff merited honorable mention for being such 
demure young maidens. 
The play, "Blue Beard," was given by the following cast: 
Blue Beard ______________ __ Sylvia Ashworth 
Fatima, his wife __________ Dorothy Nehrling 
Alice, her sister ___ ______ ______ Lillian Myers 
Her mother __________ _____ __ Marjorie Lynch 
Brothers of Fatima ____ _______ Dorothy Blair 
Dorothy Hackett 
The dead wives 
Reader of the parts _________ Anne Laughlin 
After the play the guests gathered in a large circle on the floor, 
a nd the room was darkened for the game of "ghosts." While Dorothy 
Haworth r ead a blood-curdling poem, t he parts of the ghost's human form 
were passed around t he room. Ther e were the pulpy eye, (feeling sus-
piciously like a grape,) his bones, his t eeth, and his hair. 
This uncanny atmosphere was quickly dispelled when refreshments 
were announced, and everyone went to partake of t he cider, apples, dough-
nuts, and marshmallows waiting in the parlors. The remainder of the 
evening was spent in dancing. 
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Uff!HANKSGIVING was a r eal holiday. Pract ically all of the students re-
J...!, mained in Charlest on, and many a lumni and other f r iends were visit -
ing here. A large portion of the school partook of an elaborate dinner at 
P emberton Hall that far surpassed the imaginations of the Puritan fore-
fathers or any hungr y boy. In the af ternoon students and faculty turned 
out for the big game with Lincoln College. Everybody was in high spirits . 
expecting E. I. to win the last game of the season. But luck was against 
us, and in spite of our team's hard work, E. I. lost by a score of 14 to 6. 
After the game the shivering crowd trudged back to Pemberton Hall t o 
drown their disappointments. For P emberton Hall was giving its first 
official t ea. What a festive occasion! Everywher e were people in holiday 
attire, enjoying a cup of tea before the fire-place, dancing to lively Victrola 
music, or chatting with an old acquaintance. The Lincoln team and their 
coach proved such amiable fellows that we heartily forgave them for de-
feating us, and regretted their departure with the other guests. 
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Gfr'JHE boys of the school delightfully entertained the girls on Thursday, 
.!..!. December 22, 1921 with the regular Christmas dance. The gymna-
sium was beautif ully decorated with a dropped ceiling of red and green 
streamers. Electric lanterns, hung among the streamers, furnished the 
moonlight during the evening. A large Christmas t r ee lighted in Christ-
mas colors and decorated with tinsel stood in the center of the room. 
Around the walls was a hedge of evergreen shrubs illuminated with poin-
settias. The decorations, planned by John Whitesel, Carroll Dunn and 
Luke Crouse, were carried out with the co-operation of the other boys of 
the school. Floyd Wilson, Albert Crowe, Irl Gobert, Harold Kerr, Sumner 
Anderson and Glenn Moore had charge of the music and programs. Arm-
strong's orchestra furnished the music. Punch was served during the 
evening by Mary Eversole, Frances Craig, and Hazel and Hallie Whitesel. 
The chaperones were, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Moore, and Mr. 
and Mrs. Lantz. One of the attractive features of the evening was the 
sparkler dance. 
'fR\0 YOU remember the night of Saturday, the eighteenth of F ebruary? 
.!.!:V You stood at the gym door, looking eagerly within. But, you won-
d ered, is this really our old gym? For, once inside, you stood in a uew 
.and wonderful dance hall. Dull blue lights shown through the canopy of 
b lue and white festoons that were suspended from the balcony. Rows of 
chairs set about the walls were concealed by a white fence entwined with 
red roses and broken occasionally by graceful lattice-work archways. Each 
corner of the room was a cozy nook for tete-a-tetes between dances. 
The guests were welcomed by one of those t ypical E . I. receiving 
lines that make one feel at once so at home and create that "I'm so glad 
I'm here" feeling. The receiving line consisted of the chaperones for the 
evening, Miss Molyneaux, Mr. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner and Mr. and 
Mrs. Lantz. 
At the east end of the room, F rances Craig, Velma Rains, Mary 
Bisson and Mary Eversole served punch throughout the evening. 
The dancers fox-trotted to music issuing from the bank of palms 
and ferns that concealed the orchestra, or strolled, during intermissions, 
through the parlors. There were t hree feat ure dances, the favors being 
balloons, George Washington hats, confetti and serpentines. 
The dance claims one of the largest attendances ever known at E. I., 
.and was generally acknowledged to be the social event of the season. 
Much credit is due t o the committee that supervised the work and to the 
iboys who helped decorate. 
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Saturday Ni 
~VERY true son or daughter of E. I. is familiar with the Saturday night 
.!.f!:l parties. Usually these take the form of an informal dance, but now 
and then the program is var ied with a truly unique party. 
The Young Women's Christian Association broke the ice this year 
with a "get acquainted party" for all the school. Everyone heartily en-
joyed the playlet, "Three Buckets of Blood" and the games umpired by 
Mr. Marvin. The latter created an appetite that made more than welcome 
the ice cream cones that were distributed by Dorothy Haworth and her 
assistants. Every real E. I. party winds up with dancing. And in this 
case the dancing was on the lawn with lively music played by Dorothy 
Nehrling, Gertrude Lynch and Marjorie Lynch. 
On the following Saturday, the student body was entertained by 
the faculty at a reception given in the parlors of Pemberton Hall. Those 
who attended the faculty-student reception will no doubt always remem-
ber the novel experience of dancing to candle-light that was made neces-
sary by a storm. The students attempted to show their appreciation of 
the good time they had, at the student-faculty r eception on the twenty-
seventh of February. 
Then came a lapse in the Saturday night parties. But in the 
meantime came the Halloween party on Monday, the thirty-first of Octo-
ber. On the nineteenth of November the Tenth year class played host to 
the school at a bonnet party for which the gym was gaily decorated in red, 
white and blue. The evening was opened with games. Then came the 
grand march past the judges' stand where Mr. and Mrs. Modesitt and 
Miss Johnson stood to survey the company. The prize for the most ar-
tistic bonnet went to Miss Ardell, and Bertha Albert received honorable 
mention. The prize for the most comical bonnet was awarded to Lois 
Waters, and Carlos Goff was given honorable mention. There was a mock 
field meet between four chosen teams, each of which was supported by its 
cheer leader and rooters. Some of the talented t ens gave the short com-
edy, "Rosalie." The remainder of the evening was spent in dancing. 
The Student Council gave its party on the tenth of December in 
the main building. Do you remember the carnival? One of the features 
of the evening was a jitney dance in Miss Weller's room. Each class had 
a stunt all its own, even to the Senior college class which rendered the 
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playlet, "Modesty" with great success. The most startling act was a 
chorus girl number done by a group of college Freshmen who were sur-
passed only by the Sophomore gypsies. The faculty contributed "Family 
Life in 1999 A. D.", with Mr. Widger, Miss Goldman and Miss Rooke as 
stars, and won great applause from the spectator s. 
The Eleventh year class presided at a St. Patrick's party on the 
sixteenth of March. True to the season, decorations were in green andi 
white. The chief attraction was a play, "Sleeping Beauty." The other 
attractions consisted of games, dancing and refreshments. 
On April Fool's Day the Young Women's Christian Association 
opened a one night stand of the Aw Kum Awn Inn cabaret in the gym. 
There was a jitney dance with real music and refreshments were served in: 
alcoves under the balcony. The talented Floradora Double Sextett sang and 
Marjorie Miller danced. 
A word of thanks is due the committees whose faithful work made' 
these parties possible, and much credit is due to Miss Molyneaux who 
makes all of our parties successful. 
A SONNET TO E. I. 
F ast dawns the morn of Graduation Day, 
When we forever must depart from you, 
And leave our friends and faculty so true, 
Far out into the unknown world to stray. 
Ah! Old E. I., we dread to go away, 
To leave the school grown dear to all our hearts, 
And yet the glory which your soul imparts 
Will ever guide and lead us in Life's fray. 
We love your Campus, bright with many a flower, 
Your lake, your friends, your gardens, trees and birds. 
We love the whisp'rings of your swaying leaves, 
We love E. I. with stately beckoning tower, 
And leaving thee, our saddened soul grieves 
To go so far away from Old E. I. 
By Estella Craft, 
Senior Class Poet 
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fM. FTER the excitement of the Sophomore class day exercises in the 
~ morning, and Field Meet in the afternoon, the high school visitors 
welcomed the quiet and dignified oratorical contest at night. The affair 
was made unusually attractive because of the Sophomore class decorations 
throughout the room. 
The speeches were divided into four divisions, there being three 
contestants in each. Two prizes were awarded in each division, a gold 
medal for first prize and a silver medal for second place. To be admitted 
to this final contest is in itself quite an honor, for the three people in each 
division are chosen from among a large number coming from many towns. 
The judges were, Mr. Manfred J. Holmes of Normal, Mr. Elmer W. Cavins 
of Normal, and Miss Sarah Mitchell of Carbondale. Their decisions were 
as follows: DIVISION I-SPEECHES 
L- •---
"Education for Life" _______________ Minot Savage Judson 
Ruth White, Charleston, (first place) 
"The New South ________________________ Henry W. Grady 
Arthur Maxey, Atwood, (second place) 
"The Call to Arms" ________ _________ ___ __ Patrick Henry 
G'enn McClelland, Decatur 
DIVISION II-DRAMATIC READINGS 
"The Death Disk" ________________________ Mark Twain 
Elizabeth Connard, Decatur, (first) 
"The Victor of Marengo" 
Mildred Harrold, West ville, (second) 
"The Boy Orator of Zepata City ____ Richard Harding Davis 
Lois Satterfield, Georgetown 
DIVISION III-HUMOROUS READINGS 
"A Pleasant Half Hour on the Beach" 
Ruth Brown, Urbana, (first) 
"Witches Loaves" ______ ____ __________________ 0. Henry 
Kathryn Sellars, Charleston, (second) 
"A Case of Fits" _____ ___ ______ ____ ______ Parker Filmore 
Marjorie Chapman, Paris 
DIVISION IV-MODERN POETRY 
"The Congo" ------- ------ --- - - - --------Vachel Lindsay 
Louise Bresee, Urbana, (first) 
"The Highwayman" __ ______ _______________ Alfred Noyes 
Carlos Craig, Charleston, (second) 
"Hell Gate to Soissons" __ _____ _________ Herbert Kaufman 
Fred Dodd, Paris 
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Review oi the Pootball Seaso11 
~TARTING with what looked to be the best material we have had in 
I8J several years, our football season was below t he average. Several 
games, which were lost by small scores to inferior teams, make the per-
centage of games won small. We started the season with eight old and t en 
new men. The most of them were young and light and most of the new 
ones were inexperienced. The season was opened with our hardest game. 
Illinois Wesleyan easily had the best team we played. It was their opening 
game, and their alumni had furnished the new coach with the best material 
they had in years. Wesleyan won by a large score, but our team with a 
f ew exceptions fought to the end. The next game with Rose Poly was 
played on a muddy field and ended in a scoreless tie. The next game was 
with Blackburn College, and we won by a large score. In this game the 
t eam showed its best form. In the following game with Shurtleff College 
we led 3-0 until the final period, when Shurtleff returned a kick for a 
touchdown and won the game. The team came back strong and won the 
second game from Rose Poly, 28-0, playing fine football throughout. 
Feeling fine over the Rose Poly victory, the team went to Normal, con-
fident and was defeated by a one-sided score. Normal had a very heavy 
l ine and a hard charging back field. They did not make long gains against 
our team but short gains which were just enough to give them first downs. 
T he following week the team went to Carbondale and on a field which was 
covered with mud and water lost 2-0. The playing condition was such 
t hat it was hard to judge the ability of the Carbondale team. Their two 
!JOints were scored on a bad pass, and at no time during the game were 
they able to gain on our team. The last game of the season was played 
with Lincoln College. This game should have been won, but the team 
lackf'd the necessary fight. 
The team averaged 146 pounds and in all games played teams which 
were much hea vier. With the material left for next year and with the 
possibility of getting eight or ten men with some weight into school next 
fall, we should make a much better showing than we did this year. 
The 1921 Squad 
Halfbacks-Prather, Captain, Turney, Scott, Osborn, Greathouse. 
Ends-Dunn, Crowe, Anderson. 
r Fullback-Funkhouser, Ashbrook. 
[ _ 
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Tackles-Creamer, Swope. 
Center-Rawland, Lee. 
Guards-Muchmore, Snyder, Alcorn, Boyer, Johnson. 
Quarterback-Gobert, Wilson. 
Record of Season 
Sept. 30-Illinois Wesleyan vs. E. I., 7 4-3. 
Oct. 7-Rose Poly vs. E. I.,0-0. 
Oct. 14-Blackburn vs. E. I. , 6-59. 
Oct. 21-Shurtleff vs. E. I., 6-3. 
Oct. 29-Rose Poly vs. E. I., 0-28. 
*Nov. 5-Normal vs. E. I., 42-3. 
*Nov. 18-Carbondale vs. E. I., 2-0. 
Nov. 24-Lincoln vs. E. I., 14-6. 
Points scored by opponents, 144. 
Points scored by E. I., 102. 
*Game played away. 
Individual Players 
Prather at half was a hard working player, always trying hard. He 
always worked for the best interest of the t eam. He handled forward 
passes well and was good in making interference. 
Funkhouser at full was strong on defense but rather weak on of-
fense. He is slow on his feet and for t his reason was slow in getting away 
with the interference. Funk is improving and should make a good man 
next year. 
Ashbrook at full was fair. He had played center at Sullivan High 
School and the position at full back was new to him. He had the same 
troup le as Funk in getting started with the interference. Ashbrook's great-
est fault was his high tackling. This he overcame the latter part of the 
season. He was kept out of the game for some time with injuries. 
Turney at half was an indifferent player with a "don't care" atti-
tude especially in practice. He had the abilit y but not the fight to make a. 
good player. Turney was one of the best on t he t eam in advancing the 
ball but was weak in making interference. 
Greathouse at half had no previous football experience but picked 
up the game very fast. His speed was his greatest asset. His lack of 
experience caused him t o have little fight. Greathouse will be playing 
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football in his mind until the season opens next fall, and with the expe-
rience he had this past season he will begin a much better player than he 
was when the season ended. He should make a star next season as he 
has started to acquire the thing all coaches desire in a player, that is, 
ability to run, kick and forward pass. Greathouse was strong on defense. 
Osborn at half and end, played a very good game at times. He 
played better at half than end. He is aggressive but lacks speed. Osborn 
is a kicker of ability and played his best game at Wesleyan. 
Gobert at quarter played a consistent game. The rest of the play-
ers had confidence in him. He was out of the game for some time with a 
bad shoulder which he received in practice. This handicapped him the 
remainder of the season as he always favored his shoulder. He kicked 
:and threw forward passes well and also drop kicked well. Gobert could 
receive forward passes fine but as he was on the throwing end he had little 
chance to receive them. He handled punts well. 
Wilson, the other quarter, had a good knowledge of the game but 
did not have the experience Gobert had. He handled the team well in the 
games he played. 
Rawland a t center was one of the mainstays of the line. He passed 
the ball well and was strong on defense. He was unfor tunate in having 
his collar bone broken about the middle of the season. The team missed 
h im very much in several games after his accident. 
Lee who played center after Rawland was hurt played well but 
lacked experience. He has the ideal weight and build for a lineman and 
;should be a valuable man t o the team next fall. 
Muchmore at guard played a consistent game, always working har d 
and giving the best he had. The game was new to him and he had a great 
d eal to learn. Minor injuries handicapped him at times. There will be a 
m arked improvement in his playing next fall. 
J ohnson at guard was very light but always tried hard. He had the 
f aculty for being at the right place at the right time on many occasions. 
Weighing less than 140 pounds, it was hard for him to last a full game. 
Snyder at guard was young and inexperienced but showed fight. 
He was out of several games on account injuries. He should have a good 
season next fall. 
Boyer at guard showed very little on account of lack of experience. 
lie is slow in learning the game and shows a lack of interest in it. He 
m ay show something in another year. 
Alcorn at guard injured his ankle in the Wesleyan game. This kept 
nim out of the game most of the season as his ankle would never allow him 
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t o scrimmage more t han a few minutes at a time. He probably would h ave 
been a great help to the team if he had been in condition. 
Swope at tackle weighed 139 pounds but was always in the game. 
If he h ad weighed 175 or 180 pounds, he would make as good a t ackle as 
we have ever had. He was good in breaking up opponents' plays and waSr 
a sure tackler. 
Creamer at tackle showed ability but at times did not know what 
to do. He was slow in sizing up a play and often allowed himself to be 
boxed. With his weight and strength, he should make a very good t ackle. 
Dunn at end was probably t he most aggressive player on the squad. 
He was light but always working hard. At t imes his t hinking was slow 
and his anxiety to get into the play caused him to be deceived by trick 
plays. 
Crowe at end always tried hard and used his head well while play-
ing. He had difficulty in getting away after catching forward passes. This 
resulted in missing several touchdowns. Crowe was a stronger defensive 
player than offensive. 
Anderson who played end and quarter was a close second to Dunn 
in aggressiveness. He was better at end than quarter, although he played 
a good game at quarter against Wesleyan. He weighed less than 130 
pounds but is faster than any of the other ends. He was handicapped 
during the season by minor injuries. 
Charles P. Lantz. 
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MR. CHARLES LANTZ 
We show you here our worthy coach, 
And one whate'er perchance, 
Though other coaches be forgot 
Hats off to dear old Lantz. 
CHARLES PRATHER 
Prather, the captain, 
Who did not desire 
To cheer for this player 
Of vigor and fire. 
PERRY RAWLAND 
He stuck unto adjournment, 
In parliamentary style, 
Played on with broken shoulder bone, 
To gain that last long mile. 
IRL GOBERT 
01' Gumps you see, 
An E. I. star, 
When Gobert got it 
The ball went far. 
(9.119 WARBLER 
FLOYD WILSON 
Floyd played as if he meant to win, 
In every game that he was in; 
To him a victory was divine, 
Defeat, a dreadful sin. 
CARROLL DUNN 
Carroll Dunn may miss his curls, 
Thought the eager E. I. girls; 
But he braved mud in rainy weather 
To win for E. I's cap a feather . 
OREN SWOPE 
Swope is a man with grip of iron, 
Of foot and hand both strong and sure; 
He has a firm and lasting grit, 
From other teams did touchdowns lure. 
CHARLES SCOTT 
Scott- a Sophomore, 
With hair t hat's r ed, 
And when he hit that line, 
'Nuff said! 
22 <m 
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h 8(1hool Poot•all 
fM T last E. I. can boast of a High School football t eam. Efforts were 
~ made toward this last year, but there was not enough enthusiasm 
s hown. But now the high school pep is up and their athletics ar e a lmost 
bound to stay. 
Considering that this is a first attempt, this season may easily be 
called a success though but a t hir d of the games were won. Coach Moore 
and Coach Spooner deserve many thanks for giving their time to develop 
a strong team. 
The high school team is an asset for the varsity t eam as well as for 
high school athletics. The boys will have had training, before they reach 
college and can thus help E. I. have a strong varsity in years to come. 
Until now, E . I. has had a good many "rookies" to create a team from, for 
very few have had any great amount of training. 
Donaldson was the star of the team. His football genius was not 
discovered until about half the season was over, but in the remaining 
g ames he proved himself very worthy of the position he played. Kerr as 
u t ility man also deserves mention for his ability to adapt h imself to va-
rious positions on the team. Captain Iknayan performed his duties very 
w ell. All of the team are to be credited for their work which makes pos-
sible a safe prophecy, "H . S. athletics to stay." 
Below are the names of the players and the scores : 
Record of Season 
*Oct. 8-Mattoon 14 ; E . I. H. S. 0. 
*Oct. 15-Newman 59; E . I. H. S. 0. 
Oct. 22- Effingham 7; E. I. H. S. 54. 
Nov. 5--0akland 53; E . I. H. S. 0. 
Nov. 15-Mattoon 13; E. I. H . S. 0. 
*Nov. 19-Shelbyville 7; E. I. H. S. 31. 
Points scored by opponents 153. 
Points scored by E. I. H. S. 85 . 
. ,.~ .~ The Team ~r:+z"!ii~~ 
"E nd.s-Shoot, Lynch, W hittemore. 
Tackles-Iknayan, Kerr. 
Fullback-Veach, King, Bell. 
Center-Dudley. 
Quarterback-Paul Osborn. 
H alfbacks-Stone, Wilson, Donaldson. 
Guards-Hall, Stillions, Harvey, Lee, Baker, Gannaway. 
Coaches- Mr. Moore and Mr. Spooner. 
[ L.. Captain- lknayan. 
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qj'lHE basketball season was a disappointment to the E. I. players and 
.!..!. students. When the call was issued for candidates for the team, a 
large number of players repor ted for practice. These players were so 
evenly matched in abilit y that Coach Lantz faced a perplexing problem in 
picking his lineup. At least twelve men loomed up as players of varsity 
caliber, and it was necessary to experiment continually in the early games 
of the schedule in an effor t to pick out the strongest combination. 
The team was unfortunate in having t o play its opening game 
against one of the strongest quintets that ever played on the E. I. floor-
the whirlwind Indiana Dental College speedsters from Indianapolis. The 
contest resulted in a decisive victory for the Hoosiers. This initial re-
verse was disconcerting to the E. I. players, although they had pleased 
their admirers by their gameness against insurmountable odds in t his 
exhibition. 
In the second game of the season, the E. I. team lost a close scrap 
to Millikin at Decatur, but returned home determined to start a winning 
streak when the Lincob College outfit came to Charleston a few days 
later. But the Lincoln bunch played championship ball, while the Lantz 
men put up their poorest exhibition of the entire season, and lost by a big 
margin. Then Snyder was promoted from a lowly berth with the second 
team to the back guard a ssignment on the Varsity, where he remained 
t hroughout the remainder of the season. Thus reenforced t he team went 
to Shelbyville for a game with t he Sparks Business College five, but lost 
by a single point when the r eferee made one rank decision after another 
against the E. I. team. 
By this t ime the players were wild in their determination t o start 
the winning streak, and agreed among themselves to allow their mous-
taches to grow until t hey won a game. After three more defeats the 
Teachers managed to win from Sparks on t he local floor, and it looked as 
if the tide had turned. But the remainder of the schedule was but little 
more successful than the first. The season closed with a 40 to 24 setback 
at Lincoln. 
The team's record for the season was 3 games won and 12 games 
lost, for a percentage of .200. Floyd Wilson, captain and veteran per-
former, was the most consistent scorer, but he failed to strike his natural 
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gait until the season was half over, and in addition suffered an injury in 
a game at Car bondale that kept him on t he bench through parts of the 
next few contests. Fawley at center r anked second to Wilson in scoring 
effectiveness, and played about t he most uniformly good game of any 
member of the team. Dunn was a t ower of strength at r unning guard, 
playing a scrappy and aggressive game that won the r espect of all the 
opposing t eams. Lynch and Black showed only occasional fl ashes of their 
real ability, and both were supplanted in the lineup by other player s be-
fore t he end of t he season. Snyder filled in very accept ably at back guard, 
and gave promise of developing into a very capable player with another 
year's exper ience. Other members of the squad who saw service wit h the 
Varsity were Swope, Greathouse, Muchmore, Crowe, and Prather. The 
t eam was further handicapped at various t imes by injuries to Wilson, 
Black and Dunn, Gobert's long illness which forced him to withdraw from 
the game early in the season, and Anderson's retirement f rom school. 
The team was deplorably weak on the attack, although its five man de-
fensive was strong enough to keep the score close in most of the games. 
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'fj''jjNDER the able dir ection of Coach Spooner, E . I. High School's basket -
lbdl ball team was a success. This was a fast team, and although 
lighter in weight than most of the teams they met, they made up in speed 
what t hey lacked in pounds. In this speed, and in t he smoothness of t heir 
t eamwork, r est s their success. 
Kerr, the captain, played a good consistent game at guard and, 
although he did not break into the pointing column, he helped hold the 
opponents down while his mates r aked up the baskets. He was aided in 
guarding by Haddock. "Stubby" was a sensation, despite his handicap in 
inches, he repeatedly made his tall opponents look foolish by his speed and 
tenacity. Wilson and Hall were good floor men as well as forwar s. Lynch 
at center was also good at basket-making. Blackford, Osborn and Still-
ions were able and ready substitutes. 
In the district tournament games held here March 2, 3 and 4 these 
boys made a good showing. They won their first game with Mattoon 24-9. 
On the second game they were defeated two points by the strong Char-
leston team who placed second in the finals . Wilson, our star player in 
these games, was chosen by the officials as captain of the fi r st all-star team 
of t he dist rict. 
Following are the games and scores of t he season: 
E. I. High vs. C. H. S. seconds, 7-13. 
E. I. High vs. Ashmore, 21-12. 
E. I. High vs. Charleston, 14-19. 
E. I. High vs. Mattoon, 26-34. 
E . I. High vs . Shelbyville, 11-21. 
E. I. High vs. Brocton, 39-11. 
E . I. High vs. Neoga, 28-24. 
E. I. High vs. Mattoon, 20-16. 
E. I. High vs. Windsor, 15-22. 
E. I. High vs. Neoga, 27-21. 
E . I. High total, 208. 
Visit ors' t otal, 193. 
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Baseball 
'rifrl HE baseball season for this year has been a fairly successf ul one. The 
.U. material that reported was good, and it has worked into a _good team. 
E arly in the spring, the players were handicapped by the ra iny weather, 
which kept them from developing into their condition until about May. 
The team has been greatly strengthened since the middle of the term by 
the new students who came in for t he last six weeks. The infield was com-
posed of veteran performers who had seen service on E. I. teams in former 
seasons. In the middle of the schedule a shift was made at first base, 
Sefton being pressed into service at that station, where he put up a steady 
g ame. Fawley was converted into an outfielder, in which capacity he gave 
more valuable service than at first base, as his small size handicapped him 
a t the latter position. The batting order of the team was as follows: 
Wilson, 3b; Coyle, 2b; Lynch, ss; Greathouse, p,of; Sefton, 1 b; 
Duncan, c, p; Hunter, rf; Fawley, If; Prather, cf, p; Black, of; Haddock, c; 
Funkhouser, c. 
The team stacked up against stiff opposition, hooking up in hot con-
tests with Rose Poly and Indiana Normal of Terre Haute, Bradley Poly of 
P eoria, and Millikin of Decatur. These schools are always r epresented by 
w hirlwind teams, and this spring was no exception. It was highly cred-
itable to E . I. to make good showings against these other teams of much 
greater r eputation. The nine made a two-day trip to Peoria and Decatur. 
That served as an incentive to the players to play their best game a t all 
t imes. With Gobert available for r egular duty on the mound it seems cer-
t ain that E. I. would have piled up an impressive t otal of victories during 
t he season. Besides high grade ball, Greathouse made an enviable batting 
record, piling up one of the highest averages ever made by an E. I. player ; 
most of his hits were for extra bases, also. Duncan also was a good pitch-
er but he has been of more valuable service behind the bat. Considering 
the late start and Gobert's inability to play, the team's record was pass-
ably good. 
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TO OUR ASSOCIATION DOCTORS 
r:ijjilHE Sophomore class, as representative of the school, takes this oppor-
.!..1 tunity to express its appreciation of two good friends, Doctors Alex-
ander and Swickard. As the Athletic Association doctors, t hey have vol-
untarily spent valuable time and supplies in caring for the boys, injured 
on the gridiron. The surgeons' office has never been so full that an injured 
athlete has not been cheerfully given first consideration. Both of the 
doctors have seemed to consider it a privilege to have the opportunity of 
giving every bump, great or small, not just the necessary, but the best of 
attention. These are things for which we, the students, bestow upon Dr. 
Alexander and Dr . Swickard the title of "Friend," and for which we ex-
tend our appreciation. 
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Di&Jtri~t Basket1ball Tour nament 
1M LMOST immediat ely after our balcony was completed, surrounding 
~ high school coaches began to try to persuade us to hold the district 
tournament in our gym. The date was fixed for Friday and Saturday, the 
t hird and fourth of March, and our gym was prepared for the occasion. 
-The tournament was a great success in every way. At the finals on Sat-
urday afternoon and night, there was an attendance of over a thousand. 
T he gym was crowded to its utmost, and the balcony was surely tested for 
its strength. However t here was a good attendance at all sessions. These 
contests furnished an excellent opportunity for the student council to 
m ake money by means of a stand, where refreshment s were sold, to help_ 
p ay for t he balcony. The sales were about as successful as could be ex-
p ected and left a profit of about ninety dollars. Good sportsmanship was 
shown by the different t eams throughout the tournament, and the refer-
eeing was very efficient. There were some very strong t eams in the tour-
nament as well as some weak ones. The t eams t aking first four places 
were : 
w L Pctg. 
1. Kansas 4 0 1000 
2. Charleston 3 1 .667 
3. Paris 3 1 .667 
4. Westfield 2 2 .500 
The little team of Teachers College High School proved to be the 
dark horse of t he tournament. They clearly outplayed Mattoon's large 
team in their first game. Af ter leading throughout the first three quar-
t ers of their second game, they were finally nosed out by Charleston High 
:School. The scores of our team were: 
Opponent 
Mattoon 
Charleston 
9 
23 
T. C. H. S. 
24 
21 
E merson Wilson was elected by the refer ees as captain t o play for-
w ard on the all star team. 
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Pield Meet 
THE SCORE BY POINTS 
Champaign _____ __ ____ _____ 32 Watseka __________________ 6 
Forrest ______ ___ __________ 31 Mattoon ___________ _____ __ _ 4 
Paris ____ __ ___ __ _________ 201/2 Metcalf - -- - ------- - - ---- - - 4 
Springfield _________________ 12 Effingham _________________ 4 
Urbana ___________________ 11 Atwood ___________________ 31;2 
Danville ___________________ 11 Neoga ____________________ 3 
Westville __________________ 9 Deland ___________ __ _______ 3 
Monticello _________________ 8 Oakland ___________________ 2 
Diet erich __________________ 1 
First 440 yard Dash-Won by Champaign. Time 56 seconds. 
Second 440 yard Dash-Won by Springfield. Time 56% seconds. 
Hammer Throw-Won by Paris. Distance 148 feet 8 inches. 
Half Mile Run-Won by Westville. Time 2 minut es 12 2-5 seconds. 
50 yard Dash- Won by Champaign. Time 5 3-5 seconds. 
Pole Vault-Won by Monticello. Height 10 feet 7 inches. 
220 yard Hurdles-Won by Forrest. Time 27 1-5 seconds. 
Discus Throw- Won by Urbana. Distance 116 feet 11 inches. 
Broad Jump- Won by Champaign. Distance 20 feet 9 inches. 
Shot Put- Won by Urbana. Distance 43 feet 4 inches. 
Mile Run-Won by Springfield. Time 4 minutes 59 seconds. 
J avelin Throw-Won by Watseka. Dist ance 151 feet 2 inches. 
100 yard Dash- Won by Champaign. Time 10 2-5 seconds. 
220 yard Dash- Won by Champaign. Time 24 2-5 seconds. 
High jump- Won by Forrest. Height 5 feet 7 inches. 
Relay Race. One mile- Won by Forrest High School. Time 3 min-
utes 50 seconds. 
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CifrlHE Girls' Athletic Associat ion was r eorganized this year in order to 
.!.!. create interest among t he girls in various spor ts. The recognized 
sports are hockey, basketball, tennis and hiking. Admission was charged 
at t he basketball tournament games in order that the organization might 
award sweaters to the champions as a mark of distinction. Letters for 
playing a certain number of games in other sports were also awarded. 
Those chosen t o act as officers this year were : 
President, Marian Everett. 
Vice-President, Betty Hull. 
Secretary-Treasurer, Lois ·waters. 
Represen ta ti ves-
Hockey, Helen Sollars. 
Basketball, Edith Robertson. 
Tennis, Dorothy Haworth. 
Hiking, Hall Girl, Helen Ho!doway. 
Town Girl, Florence Craig. 
This group met once every month t o discuss future plans. 
The Sports 
Tradition again repeated itself when the Freshmen girls t ook t he 
championship of both t he hockey anq the basketball tournaments. Class 
rivalry was as great as ever this year, but there was no clash resulting 
from these games as was expected. 
Hockey, a new sport here last year, proved just as interesting t his 
;,·ear as last . This game is firmly established here and ranks as a maj or 
sport with the girls of the school. This season Hazel Montgomery, Lois 
Waters, Rose Johnson and Helen Sollars starred for their r espective teams. 
The folluwing games were played: 
F r iday, November 25. College Sophomores vs. Senior College, 8-3 ; 
XII vs. X, tie, 2-2, played off for first goal with X winning 3-2. 
Tuesday, November 29. X vs. College Freshmen, 0-1 ; Senior Col-
lege vs. XII, 0-4. 
Wednesday, November 30. College Sophomores vs. Freshmen, 1-3; 
X vs. XII, 4-1. 
Much interest was shown in the interclass basketball t ournament. 
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Four teams played for the championship. The winner was determined by 
the highest number of points made, for three of the teams-College Sopho-
mores and Freshmen and the XI-XII independents-tied in number of 
games won. The Co11ege .F'reshmen scoring 51 points and the Sophomores 
with 35 points took the honors. The following games were played: 
College Sophomores vs. X, 15-1 ; College Sophomores vs. XI-XII, 
Independents, 10-5; College Sophomores vs. Freshmen, 10-16; College 
Freshmen vs. X, 24-6; College Freshmen vs. XI-XII Independents, 12-15; 
XI-XII Independents vs. X, 11-7. 
Personnel of the Teams 
College Sophomores: Edith Robertson (captain), Thursa Richard-
son, Ruth Clark, Callie Weber, Lola Raper, and Anne Laughlin. 
College Freshmen: Betty Hull (captain), Helen Holdoway, Curelia 
Riechmann, Pearl Isenburg, Virginia Shield, and Beatrice White. 
XI and XII Independents: Mayme Reese (captain) , Lois Waters, 
Helen Kastl, Daisy Icenogle, Grace Acord, and Ruth Fawley. 
X: Pauline Icenogle (captain), Reita Tomberlin, Dorothy Cox, 
Ina May Akeman, Rosetta Hays and Ruth Checkley. 
From this group two teams were picked to play a closing game. 
Those on team A, the winners, were: Betty Hull, Thursa Richardson, 
Pearl Isenburg, Helen Holdoway, Daisy Icenogle, and Ruth Fawley. Those 
on team B were : Lois Waters, Beatrice White, Edith Robertson, Callie 
Weber, Ruth Clark, and Curelia Riechmann. 
SPRING DEMONSTRATION 
IR\N Thursday, May 18, a demonstration of all branches of girls' physical 
~ education work will be given o'n the campus under Miss Stewart's 
direction. The first part includes drills while the second part consists of 
dances in honor of the May Queen. Miss Marie Buckler of the Senior 
class was elected by the school to be "queen of the festival." Following 
are the drills and dances included: 
Indian Club Drill __________ Senior Class 
Dumb Bell Drill _____ Junior High School 
Wand Drill _________ ___ First Year Class 
Zouave Drill ___ ___ ___ Second Year Class 
The crowning of the May Queen. 
Dances in her honor- Folk Dances-Junior High School 
Sellinger's Round. Mountain March Nixie Polka 
Musette Pastoral Study Valse Gracieuse 
Sunbeam Polka Won't you be my valentine May Pole Winding 
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FRESHMEN GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
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Tenth Year Girls' Basketball Team 
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PROLOGUE 
The jokes in this section 
Are for the few, 
And if you don't see them 
It's your point of view. 
OF TEN HEARD QUESTIONS 
1. Who was nosy enough t o get in the movie booth? 
2. H ow did Mr. Crowe happen to bring about six boys in late t() 
chapel one morning ? 
3. Why were the boards put around t he gym balcony? 
4. Why haven't h igh school students the right t o invite college 
friends to their parties ? 
5. When will we have moving pictures in chapel? 
6. Why didn't the faculty play the Senior College basketball ? 
7. Why isn't t he Freshmen class song ever played in chapel for 
t he training school pupils to march in by? 
8. Why was Mr. Daniels so interested in the Music Festival ? 
Mr . Crowe- James Lynch is absent. 
Does anyone know anything about James? 
H ugh Osborn-He's not here. 
The girls were talking over their possibilities. 
Lillis-I'll get Dizzy if Callie ever gets Dunn. 
Senior- Mr. Lord's back. 
Sumner- What about it? 
Mr. Modesitt (after explaining a problem at the board without 
much success). Now everyone look at the board again, and I'll go clear 
through it. 
I'll make some one a happy home- Virginia Shield. 
Two Freshmen were doing r eference work in the library- First-
Who was this Ibid who wrote so many books? He must have been another 
Wells. 
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THE TEN COMMANDMENTS 
1. Thou shalt not study in the assembly room when the janit ors 
want to sweep. 
2. Two persons shall not occupy one seat in the assembly room 
at the same time. 
3. Thou shalt join in on singing the hymns in chapel, especially 
hymn 135. 
4. Thou shalt not make three times as huch noise in the assembly 
room as is necessary when one-third as much will do j ust as 
well. 
5. Thou shalt not dance in the parlors of Pemberton Hall on Sun-
day evenings. 
6. Thou shalt not tear paper and t hrow the scraps about. 
7. Thou shalt not wake Pemberton Hall by ringing t he door bell 
after 11 o'clock at night. 
8. Thou shalt not sleep in your classes, especially t he morning 
after the other class has decorated. 
9. Thou shalt treat thy chaperones as thy guests. 
The l Oth commandment was broken t he night the Sophomores dec-
orated. 
A PARODY 
Oh t eaching 't is of thee, 
Short road to lunacy, 
O'er thee I r ave. 
Another month or so 
Of writing plans I know 
Will send me straight below 
Into my grave. 
AT THE DANCE 
Val eta: I can't forwards. 
Sublette : Well, can you back? 
V aleta: No, I can't. 
Sublet te : Then let's sit this dance out . 
Pauline Bowman (at basketball game)-Sumner, why did they put 
t hose boards around the balcony railing? 
Sumner-Hush! I'll tell you some other time. 
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Latin teacher-What are the principal parts of do? 
Pupil-Flour and water. 
F AMOUS ORGANIZATIONS 
The Senior class. Aim-to multiply the wor ld's knowledge. 
The Student Council. Aim-to keep peace between the students 
and faculty. 
Mac Eversole's Orchestra. Aim-to take the jazz out of dance 
m usic. 
The Leap Year Society. Aim-Harold Kerr, charter member of 
t he society: Em' F ox, Sara Seitz, Dorothy Jordan and Virginia Shield. 
EPITHETS FOR CIGARETTE SMOKERS 
"Pill Bears" 
"Coffin Builders" 
"vV alking Lies" 
"Fog Lizzards" 
"Burner of t he Brown Weed" 
"Venders of the White Gas" 
AT THE REPAIR SHOP 
F irst man-Marie Buckler wants to know if her umbrella is r eady. 
Second man-The one with the broken rib? 
F irst man-No, the one with the brown hair. 
J oyce Traeger, (singing a song before the music class)-this song 
b egins on me. 
Ruth Clark: All I'm taking gym for is t o lose 20 pounds. 
A friend. Aw! You're all right. 
Rut h: No, I'm not. I got to lose that much so I can get my class 
r ing on. 
Mr. Daniels-speaking in chapel- "Now take the story of Ruth , 
t he woman who was faithful to the last." 
Hap O'Haver-If my corn hurts me at the dance tonight I'll have a 
bean. 
Emily-Then we'll have succotash. 
Marie Buckler, (pleadingly at basketball game) Oh ! Floyd, honey, 
put it in. Oh! he missed it ! How could he ? 
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HINTS IN BEING POPULAR 
1. Never open your mouth unless you you intend to swallow some-
t hing. 
2. Brag about no one except the one you are t alking to. 
3. Keep your desk full of note book paper. There's no telling when 
some one'll need some. 
4. If you make a grade above 95, don't tell about it unless you are 
a sked. 
5. Don't attempt to correct teachers' incor rect stat ements. 
6. If you go to college, stay away from high school parties. 
7. Put iron plates on the heels of your shoes and walk down the 
hall with a good firm step so people will think you are Mr . Lord. 
8. In chorus practice, sing by yourself a little while aft er everyone 
else has stopped. 
9. Get out in f ront of Pem Hall at night and sing in a rich tenor 
voice. 
10. Do something so Mr. Lord will have t heopportunit y t o say he 
want s t o see you immediately after these chapel exercises. 
Calidonia Weber teaching ancient history, "This was in 19 B. C." 
F ifth grader: "Where's B. C. at, anyway ?" 
Student: Wasn't t hat a fine lecture by Mr. Moore on "The cult ure 
of prunes?" 
2nd St udent: Yes, he was so full of his subject. 
First student : "How many men are there in the F reshman class ?"" 
Second student: "About twenty." 
F irst student: "Is t hat all ?" 
Second student: "Yes, but the rest will grow up eventually." 
Miss Clemm: "What's the germ for smallpox? Did you give that 
t o us?" 
Mr. Spooner : " No, but I will. " 
(After psychology quiz on emot ions. ) 
Mr. Marvin: If t hat automobile r an over me, what emotion would 
I r egist er? 
Emily F ox: You would probably be motionless. 
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LAKE AHMOWEENAH ANTHOLOGY 
Have you ever heard of E. R. K. Daniels? I am he. 
Concerning that three arts are necessary to home expansion. 
I turn to music for my major inspiration. 
I dabble my fingers in the language Francais. 
But this is merely a speculatory issue. 
My passion is the Atlantic Monthly and long black cigars. 
I am a F rench teacher. 
But it is not in the class room that my temperment displays itself. 
It is when the violins throb the last waltz. 
Or the saxophones jazz the strains of "The Sheik" that I feel my 
:soul ablaze. 
I drift on the dreamy rhythm of "The Blue Danube." 
And toddle through the "Whang, Whang Blues," 
And I know I am the reincarnation of all nine muses. 
Yet I am a French teacher and my name is Anabel Johnson. 
Geography is the study of man in relation t o his envir onment. 
This do I know and in the knowing I am proud and happy. 
It is true that I, Annie Weller, must encounter obstacles. 
There are test papers that show the tides pulling the moon. 
And latitude, the distance between t he earth and sun. 
Yet I am not dismayed. 
My spirits rise as my eyes fall on a Longman's Atlas and I dream of 
a submerged coast. 
I think of erosion and realize I have fulfilled my destiny. 
Mr. Thomas (in talking over the good old times)- The most girls I 
ever carried across a creek in one night was 17. 
Comment : He must have been attending a Normal school. 
WE THOUGHT SO 
Girls (at dinner t a ble) - Are you and Diz going to the show? 
Lillis-! don't know. I haven't asked him yet. 
Eli Ring (in History 34)-After Gen. Harrison's elect ion his sup-
p orters flopped around him for positions. 
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Her man W: Whence the black eye old thing? 
Jenks: Oh, I went over to the dance last night and was struck by 
the beauty of the place. 
Mr. Widger: "Can anyone mention a case of great friendship made 
f amous through literature?" 
Ikky: "Mutt and Jeff." 
Dunny: Define trickle. 
Ninth grader: To run slowly. 
Dunny: Define anecdote. 
Ninth grader: A short funny t ale. 
Dunny: Use both words in a sentence. 
Ninth grader: The dog trickled down the street with a tin can 
t ied to his anecdote. 
;flag? 
A Sophomore-Why did you F reshmen put 23 and 25 both on your 
AI. Iknayan-It'll take some of us two years longer to graduate. 
Mac E versole-Our jazz orchestra has a future ahead of it. 
Sumner (in geometry class) - Where's my polygon? 
A friend- She must have gone back to Casey. 
Virginia Shield-Em, can I t alk t o J ohn Albert? 
Em- Yes, but for John's sake be caref ul what you say. 
GRAMMATICAL LOVE 
I wonder if any of t he boys of the school have ever had any exper-
jence in grammatical love ? Never heard of it! Well, here's the way it goes. 
You see a beautiful girl walking down the street. If she has silk stock-
ings on, she is very feminine. If she is singular, you become nominative, 
,you walk across the street, changing to the verbal subject and then become 
dative. If she is not objective in this case, you become plural. You walk 
home together. Her mother is accusative ; her father becomes imperative. 
You go and sit down and find t hat her little brother is an indefinable arti-
cle. You t alk of the future. She changes the subject to the present time. 
You kiss her and she favors the masculine. Her father is present and 
things are tense, and you are a past participle after t he active case is over . 
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HEARD IN HISTORY 33 
Mr . Thomas : "What finally became of Benedict Arnold?" 
Willa Henry : "Didn't he die ?" 
"I may ask you t o writ e a short r epor t on this-10 or 15 pages.'" 
Frances Briggs: "I have Clay and Calhoun mixed." 
Mr. Thomas: "Then unmix them quick or t here'll be trouble." 
Nothing is better than a good lesson; 
A poor lesson is bet ter than nothing; 
Therefore a poor lesson is better than a good one. 
Mr. Modesitt-put your 6 under your feet. 
TE N LITTLE J UNIOR BOYS 
Ten little J uniors helping decorate; 
Two got ducked and then there were eight. 
Eight little Juniors pulling off tricks ; 
Two got scared away, and then there were six. 
Six little Juniors thought they'd t ry the door; 
Along came the night watchman, and then t her e were four. 
Four litt le Juniors wanting somet hing t o do; 
Out jumped some Seniors, and then there were two. 
Two little J uniors watching all alone; 
Along came a Ford, and then there were none. 
History teacher-Miss Craig, what means of transportat ion did the 
people have at this time? 
Miss Craig-Well, they had wagons and donkeys t o carry things in. 
Lillian Mercer, (speaking of pep meetings). Open your mouth- · 
and throw yourself into it . 
Neva Gish: Do you drink anything? 
Skinny : Yes, anything. 
Mr. Marvin, (calling over the t elephone). Mr. Birch, I'm sending 
my class books down. Will you please call the roll? 
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SNAP SHOT PHRASES 
Lawrence Jenkins- "How very, very fine." 
Mac Eversole-"I'm not so overly crazy about her." 
J oyce Traeger-"Say, I've got something to tell you sometime." 
J ohn Whitesel-"The thing about it is-" 
Anne Laughlin-"! think she's the sweetest thing." 
Carroll Dunn-"Have you a question for history?" 
Marie Buckler-"Honey." 
Nan Walker-"Where's Mary ?" 
L illian Myers-"! just know Stephen is sick." 
E li Ring-"W e are led to believe." 
Dorothy N ehrling-"Kid, I don't know one thing about this history" 
P erry Rawland-"Now, don't get excited." 
Harriet Tate-"I am noted for my diplomacy." 
Irl Gobert~"What's t hat?" 
Marjorie Lynch-"! wish they would get a new piano for the gym." 
Mary Hill-"I don't care." 
Irene King-"Don't you think it's just lovely?" 
Violet Stevens-"Oh kid, I want to tell you." 
Mamie Dorsch-"Hello t here." 
Mildred Talley- "Don't you think?" 
Helen Barker-"Oh yes, I think it would." 
Irma Willingham-"Well, girl." 
Arthur McCall-"What do you say ?" 
E lsie Sloan-"Girl, I haven't even r ead it ." 
Irene Champion-"Can you imagine it?" 
Marian Everett - "Oh boy!" 
Grace Whitesel-"Now, let's see." 
SO DID WE 
Can you shimmy? 
Mac E versole: No, but I did once. 
When? 
Mac : When Mr. Allen observed me. 
There was a note on the back of the theme: "Please write more 
legibly." 
Alfred Iknayan: "Mr. Widger, what is this you put on my theme?" 
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Marian Hamby, (in an oral t heme) : "The horse r an away but I 
managed to stick on." 
Clifford Sublette : I think it would be more interesting if you had 
fallen off. 
Lawrence J enkins : There are only a few original jokes-and I am 
one of them. 
Harold (after the defeated baseball team had returned) : Jim,. 
you're some player. 
Jim-You bet, I only made one mistake. 
Harold-What was that? 
Jim-I should have stayed at home. 
Hazel Montgomery was car r ying two cups of whipped cream, wheru 
she dropped one, spilling it in all directions. She began to cry. 
"Why cry?" said Miss Rooke. "I wouldn't care." 
"I wouldn't if it were mine but it was my partner's." 
"How could you tell it from the other?" 
"I couldn't until it dropped." 
"General Braddock," wrote a member of the 8th grade history class 
"was killed in the Revolutionary war. He had three horses shot under-
him and a fourth went through his clothes." 
THE IDEAL E . I. GIRL 
Eyes like Helen Barker 
Hair like Dunny 
Dignified as Lillian Myer s 
Smile like Marie Buckler 
Size of Dorothy Nehrling 
Voice like Mamie Dorsch 
Precise as Harriet Tate 
Good-natured as Caledonia Weber 
Demure as Violet Stevens 
Graceful as Irene King 
Reserved as Helen Watson 
Brilliant as Opal Bussard 
P eppy as Dolores Easton 
Dimples like Cecil Long 
Complexion like Marian Everett 
Modest as Grace Whitesel 
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WHAT SOPHOMORES SAY 
The F r eshmen think t hat we are dead, 
A pepless lot they say ; 
They boast at nights t hat we are cowards, 
'Fraid t o come out and play. 
They'll change t heir tunes by next year, 
'Bout sophs afraid to fight; 
F or then they'll burn the midnight oil, 
And not prowl 'round all night. 
If your name you do not see-
Dear members of our faculty, 
Don't feel so sad, 
You should feel glad. 
The biggest jokes-we'll drop t he hint-
Are jokes we're not allowed to print. 
EPILOGUE 
This to the joke editor, 
Who has done his best; 
If you don't like his jokes, 
At least let him rest. 
22m> 
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Propheey 
~INCE it was impossible for us to attend the E. I. banquet in Chicago 
~ tonight, I thought it would be great fun to hear snatches of the con-
versation by our radiophone. I'm sure we will hear some mention of our 
class of '22. J ust think of it-ten years since we graduated. There! I 
can hear them talking. My, such a clatter! Be sure to listen for what 
t hey say of members of '22. Someone says when in Detroit they heard 
Marion Everett in the choir of a big church. She is the leading soloist. 
At the same place John Whitesel is the minister. Did you hear what t hey 
s aid about Marguerite Clark? She gave a noted lecture to her graduating 
class of Kalamazoo Dietetic School. In her talk she quot ed some t opic 
s elections f rom "Essentials of Practical Science" written by Miss Dolores 
Easton, He~d of Science Department of Knox College. Just listen ! Some-
one else says he heard Mamie Dorsch give an address at a t eachers' meet-
ing at Oak Park. During her speech she presented some new t heories 
which Arthur McCall of Harwood has recently introduced. Someone else 
is t elling of Mrs. Lloyd Hargis, formerly Helen Harman, entertaining the 
f aculty members of the Redmon High School. One guest of this party 
t old of another member of '22 being married. Yes, it is Halleen E lliot t , 
or rather Mrs. William Thatcher. Oh, listen, someone says Irene King is 
the successor of Miss Ragan, and is filling the position of principal of Jun-
ior High School at E. I. They are announcing the first of the evening's 
program, a symphony orchestra from New Yor k directed by Marjorie 
L ynch. Isn't t hat great? I guess that's all of the music for a while. 
Yes, everyone is talking again . Can you imagine Irene Champion being 
a naturalist in t he Univer sity of Iowa? An article she has written about in-
sects has recently appeared in the leading botanical magazines. Mildred 
Talley, as we know her, is now the contented mistress of a cosy bungalow 
in California . Some woman is saying what a surprise she had the other 
day t o find Hester Cairns owning a small beauty specialist's parlor. Our 
old friend, McClellan Eversole, is the speedway king that won the races at 
I ndianapolis yest erday, and Lawrence J enkins is in the same city as an 
expert vaudeville comedian. Listen t o this ! Lillis F leming is the head 
of a Matrimonial Bureau in St. Louis, and Anne Laughlin is matron of an 
Orphans' Asylum. Ar en't you surprised? Lillian Myer s, formerly, is now 
a very diligent housewife for a certain agriculture teacher at E l Paso, Ill. 
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Thursa Richardson is still teaching physical education in Toledo High 
School. Elsie Sloan has distinguished herself in Y. W. C. A. work. She is 
chief executor of that or ganization in Illinois. Richard F awley and his 
little family are living in Kansas City. He deserves praise of coaching t he 
best basketball team in the State of Kansas. Do :you hear this? Harriet 
Tate, an artist of music from San F rancisco, is to be on the program at the 
banquet t onight. I can't recognize the voice of the person speaking now, 
but she says J oyce Traeger just gave them a surprise by marr ying a 
wealthy lawyer fr om Champaign. She has been teaching geography in 
Mattoon for four years. Someone is t elling of Nan Walker tutoring t wo 
children of a wealthy widower in Spokane, Washington. It is rumored 
t hat she will soon become mistress of the household instead of governess. 
H elen Watson is the owner of a very fashionable Modiste shop on F ifth 
Avenue, New York. Irma Willingham is now a t ruly great poet. But of 
a ll her exquisite works we are most proud of our class song she wrote for 
us. Think of this! Dot N ehrling is playing in Paramount pictures at Holly-
wood. We'll soon see her at our best theatres. Someone is t elling us t hat 
Lola Raper is teaching in the domestic art department at the U. of I. Isn't 
that great ? Talking of realizing your ambit ions, Marie Buckler had 
dreams of becoming a gymnasium teacher, and that is t he work she has 
been doing for t wo years. Did you know Carroll Dunn is the Republican 
candidate for governor of Iowa this year? Governor Du·nn ! Charles 
Scott and his wife, formerly Opal Bussard are playing in an orchestra in 
some western city. Someone is reminding us of t he fact that Irl Gobert 
has signed a contract to pitch for the White Sox this season. Who can 
imagine Callie Weber teaching aesthetic dancing t here in Chicago ? I 
think that is great! Oh, just listen! They say Perry Rawland, our class 
president, has really become Henry Ford's successor. He was always in-
ter ested in machiner y. 
Well, they're beginning t o depart. We feel as if we've been in 
Chicago at the banquet instead of here at home. We are glad to know 
about the members of the class of 1922 being so widely known, and wish 
t hem an endless amount of happiness and success. 
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"J[\frE, the members of the class of 1922, being sound of mind and feeling 
\!N1 that our days have been numbered, do solemnly make and declare 
t his our last will and testament. 
VVe hereby bequeath: 
To t he F reshman class: 
1. Our skill in teaching. 
2. Our ability to look at the lead pencil. 
3. Our privilege of having a sextette. 
4. Our success in decorating. 
5. Money enough to pay for the 40 f eet of rope t hey bought 
the night we decorated. 
To J osiah Kerans, five of "Dude" VVallace's six dress suits. 
" Gump's and Mildred's seat in the lover 's tub to Louise Means and 
H ugh Osborn. 
Lillian Myer's dignity to Neva Gish. 
To "Silence" Ashbrook a muffler. 
To Margaret Popham a real grown up man. 
To Mr. Daniels and Miss Major the right to sit in Pember ton Hall 
w it hout "Dode's" entertainment. 
Dunny's locks to Herman VV alker. 
E li Ring's experience and judgment t o August Caylor. 
"Shorty" Rennels ' great success in teaching t o "Jimmy" Lynch. 
Marion E verett's ability in using her eyes to Mary Eversole. 
Perry Rawland t o Virginia Shield a big bouquet of sweet willyums. 
Mary Boyer's fighting ability to Myrtle Dunlap. 
To Harry E kins a recipe for being as tall as George Conrad. 
Cyril Reed's horse laugh to Robert Thrall. 
To "Jimmie" Lynch t he blond. 
To "Bill" Creamer a new Ford coupe. 
"Jink's" giggle to "Dizzie" Donaldson. 
To Roy Goble Clyde Turney's r ecipe for getting da tes. 
To J o Tiffin the r est of Joyce's anti-fat. 
To Harold Kerr Perry Rawland's art in conducting class meetings 
w ith t he proper parliamentary procedure. 
To Mr. Taylor a giggle like Marvin's. 
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Mac Eversole's voice lessons to Sumner Anderson. 
To E mily Fox a man without a line. 
To J immy Tutt the abilit y to escape Sophomore girls in class fights. 
Mamie Dorsch's ability in running stands to her successor in the 
student council. 
To t he Nint h year class the right to leave room six and come t o 
the assembly room. 
To Albert Crowe and Sumner Anderson t he right t o enjoy class 
fights all next year. 
Anything that we have overlooked, the finder may leave at the office 
.and receive a liberal reward. 
L .. t. 
Witnesses : 
U. B. Content. 
E. Nuff Said 
(Signed) 
Perry Rawland, 
President. 
Harriet Tate, 
Vice-President 
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SEPTEMBER 
Monday, 12. A longer line than ever. 
Tuesday, 13. After Mr. Lord tells us what we are here for , all resolve 
to get down to work. 
Wednesday, 14. F ootball boys are stiff and sore. 
Thursday, 15. Reseated in chapel. Some have to move from r owS to. 
row H. Sophomores observe all day. Football boys are st ill stiffer. 
Friday, 16. Hymn 135 for the fourth time. Mr . Lord explains how 
we came to be. 
Saturday, 17. Mr. Lord reads, "How t he elephant got its trunk" for 
t he benefit of t hose who couldn't understand F riday's lecture. We all g() 
to the fair. The first Saturday night entertainment. 
Sunday, 18. Following Mr . Lord's advice we all go t o church. 
Monday, 19. Editors labor over first school paper. 
Tuesday, 20. The College News are passed out in chapel. 
Wednesday, 21. F irst class meetings, most classes elect officers. 
Friday, 23. Faculty have a steak roast. Mr. Allen t hru his class 
room experience proves himself to be an old hand at roasting steak. 
Saturday, 24. The faculty give students reception. All enjoy danc-
ing by candlelight and splashing home through the rain and water. 
Tuesday, 27. The Student Council holds its first meeting. Charles 
Prather is elected president and Mamie Dorsch secretary. Miss Major 
succeeds in getting the Boys' Glee Club together and future plans are 
made. 
Wednesday, 28. Mr. Koch returns from Europe. Mr. Widger is back 
from Buffalo after ten days business trip. 
Thursday, 29. Hymn No. 135 again. We have a pep meeting in 
chapel. New football captain is quite a cheer leader. Team leaves for 
Wesleyan on 3 :30 car. 
Friday, 30. Ninth year are having first wiener roast on the campus. 
Wesleyan 74, E. I. 3. Ashbrook reports what a magnificent size Wesleyan 
boys are. 
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OCTOBER 
Saturday, 1. Mr. Lord reads, 'How the camel got its hump." First 
Saturday night dance of the season proves itself a success. 
Tuesday, 4. Carnival is in town . 
Wednesday, 5. Class meetings. Vivian Players give, "Her Own Mon-
ey." Mildred causes quite a sensation. 
Thursday, 6. Mr. Sanger talks in chapel on work of Salvation Army. 
Friday, 4. Play in mud. Rose Poly 0, E. I. 0. 
Saturday, 8. Mr. Lord reads, "How the whale got its throat." High 
school team journeys to Mattoon. Don't even get to stay all night. De-
f ea t ed 14-0. 
Monday, 10. Freshmen have party in gym. 12th year have wiener 
roast. 
Wednesday, 12. Student Council makes preparations for Home Com-
ing on 29th of October. Meeting of Boys' Glee Club. 
Thursday, 13. Eleventh year have wiener roast. H. C. committee 
makes plans for Home Coming. 
Friday, 14. E. I. 59, Blackburn 6. 
Saturday, 15. E. I. H. S. 0, Newman 59. About eighty students at -
t end dance. A wonderful time. 
Monday, 17. Freshmen and Sophomores have wiener roast in Wil-
.son's woods. No fights reported. 
Tuesday, 18. Boys' permanent Glee Club is posted. 
Wednesday 19. Class meetings as usual. Collect for East Relief fund. 
Thursday, 20. More plans are made for Home Coming. 
Friday, 21. E. I. 3, Shurtleff 6. 
Saturday, 22. Teachers' meetings. All go home. 
Monday, 24. Freshman-Sophomore dance in the gym a booming sue-
cess. 
Tuesday, 25. Nothing new. 
Wednesday, 26. Mr. Bagley talks in chapel. 
Thursday, 27. Tenth year class have roasted meats. 
F riday, 28. All work hard for Home Coming. H. S. vs. Effingham. 
Saturday, 29. Home Coming. E. I. 28, Rose Poly 0. 
Monday, 31. Halloween masquerade party in gym. Some of our 
faculty men make better women than we thought. 
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NOVEMBER 
Tuesday, 1. St udent Council discusses new const it ution. 
Wednesday, 2. High school chooses colors. Sophomores order rings. 
• Thursday, 3. 12th year class have their fingers measured f or r ings. 
Friday, 4. Miss Stewart makes plans fo r hockey tournament. 
Saturday, 5. E . I. 3, Normal 42. E. I. H. S. 0, Oakland 53. 
Monday, 7. Senior college class draws sausage season t o a close. 
Tuesday, 8. Nothing new. 
Wednesday, 9. Our teachers r emind us that t his is B. E. W. and t hat 
our nouns and verbs should agree. 
Thursday, 10. The football boys and their lady friends go on the. 
steak roast. 
F r iday, 11. Armistice Day exercises are held in t he assembly hall. 
Saturday, 12. Program of B. E . W. is held in chapel. 
, Tuesday, 15. E. I. 0, Mattoon 13. 
Wednesday, 16. New Student Council constitution is brought before 
t he classes. 
F r iday, 18. Carbondale 2, E. I. 0. Boys leave for Carbondale on the 
5:30 car. It is too early for the gir ls and Sumner to get up. 
Saturday, 19. E. I. H. S. 31, Shelbyville 7. 
Tuesday, 22. The Warbler staff is elected. 
Wednesday, 23. The petit ion to get out F r iday and Saturday is hand-· 
ed in t oo late. Next year hand it in early. 
Thursday, 24. Thanksgiving. E. I. 6, Lincoln 14. Tea is served in 
Pembert on Hall. We all try to not dance a straight programme. 
F riday, 25. Hockey tournament. 
Saturday, 26. Thanksgiving dance. A great big sucecss. The big-
gest Saturday night dance for several years. About 125 there. 
Monday, 28. Boys start out for basketball. 
Tuesday, 29 . 12th year have new r ings on. 
Wednesday, 30. Classes discuss balcony. 
DECEMBER 
Thursday, 1. Sophomores' last general conference of this term. 
F riday, 2. A whole ter m gone by. A sigh of r elief as we get our 
grades. 
Saturday, 3. Sophomores' rings come, only t o be sent back. Some 
shed crocodile tears. 
Monday, 5. We all pay $5.25 dues and get our books. F reshmen and 
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Sophomor es start t he new term off right with a pound party and dance in 
the gym. 
Tuesday, 6. The students start out with a clean slate. Mi~s Florence 
Pierce of Y. W. C. A. t alks in chapel. 
Wednesday, 7. The varsity appears in brand new suits. 
Thursday, 8. We all look pleasant for the picture man and are enter-
tained between times by solos, rounds, duets and-mostly noise. 
Friday, 9. Miss Zinita Graf of the Devereux Players gives an inter-
esting talk in chapel, partly on the play, "Magic," and partly on better 
English. 
Saturday, 10. Our annual Carnival. Mystery-how can one person 
be in two places at the same time? Solution-see Dot N ehrling and Dode 
Haworth. 
Monday, 12. The Devereux Players present, "Magic." 
Tuesday, 13. Some of us teach for the first time this term. Others 
go to Decatur to get beat in basketball. 
Wednesday, 14. Class meetings. Afterward Miss Osborne, r epre-
sentative of the National Tuberculosis Association talks to us. All enjoy 
"The Impresario." 
Thursday, 15. Our pictures arrive. We see ourselves as the camera 
se~s us. 
Friday, 16. About six or half dozen of our famous chapel skippers 
were skipped out of the .cloak hall and into chapel by Mr. Cr,owe. Out of 
sympathy, no names will be mentioned but to be fair t o th e girls it is ex-
pedient to state that the skippers were of t he masculine gender . 
Saturday, 17. Miss Major sings an "Indian Love Song" and Mr . Lord 
r eads "Rikki-Tikki" in honor of several alumni visitors. 
Monday, 19. Monday is changed t o Friday and we all appear at school 
with Friday's clothes, Friday's knowledge and Friday's excuses f or "I 
don't knows." 
Tuesday, 20. Only five more days until Christmas! The P. G.'s have 
a party and as a special favor Santa came and left each a t oy. 
Wednesday, 21. The training school gives its annual Christmas play. 
Thursday, 22. "Is there r eally a Santa Claus?" Yes ! Long ago, 
the New York Sun proved it to "Virginia," and proves it every year to all 
of us. 
F r iday, 23-Monday, January 2. Our boys work on the new balcony 
for the gym. 
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JANUARY 
Tuesday, 3. We are glad to be back and Mr. Lord entertains us in 
chapel with stories of Mr. Blair and a certain hog, and other stories. 
Wednesday, 4. Class meeting day. 
Thursday, 5. We are informed that the double seats in front are foy 
one person. 
F riday, 6. Two games tonight. See elsewhere. 
Saturday, 7. Mr. Koch plays the zither in chapel. A dance tonight. 
Monday, 9. Girls organize for basketball. 
Tuesday, 10. We can't help wondering who it was who got chased 
.out of the new moving picture booth. Mr. Widger tells us about Moliere 
and his play, "The Imaginary Invalid." 
Wednesday, 11. Duet in chapel. Hymn No. 75. 
Thursday, 12. Tonight the Coffer-Miller Players present Moliere's 
"'Imaginary Invalid." 
Friday, 13. Unlucky day. See the date? Mr. Taylor tells us about 
Mark Twain. 
Saturday, 14. Boys' Glee Club sing. We learn t he distincton between 
eccentricities, idiosyncrasies and oddities, and, after much hesitation and 
deliberation, the Sophomore rings come at last. 
Monday, 16. The high school have a party in the gym. A few college 
friends are down to visit. 
Tuesday, 17. If we were asked, we would say that not very much 
occurred today. 
Wednesday, 18. Mr. Widger reads us portions of a prospective class 
play. 
Thursday, 19. A tenor solo entertains-no, amuses us very much in 
chapel, "Gloria Patria." 
Friday, 20. "We get it every day." What? Hymn 135. 
Saturday, 21. Mrs. Thomas plays for us in chapel.. We win from 
Shelbyville. 
Sunday, 22. Our boys (team) get a shave. 
Monday, 23. Mr. Henry, the magician, is here. 
Tuesday, 24. All of our teachers take up the first ten minutes or so 
explaining "how Mr. Henry did it." Oh, we understand now. 
Wednesday, 25. Miss Margaret Streeter gives an interesting demon-
stration of "Music Appreciation." 
Thursday, 26. We hear our school is to be investigated. On with 
the investigation! We begin practice for the music festival. 
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Friday, 27. First movie this evening at 5:00 o'clock. 
Saturday, 28. Mr. Lowry of the Russian Student Relief talks in 
chapel. Mr. Koch plays the zither. We still encore. Haven't learned 
yet that encores take time and time takes the 9 :30 period. 
Tuesday, 31. Mr. Moon, Methodist revival singer, sings for us this; 
morning. 
FEBRUARY 
Wednesday, 1. Dramatic Club organizes. "The day is cold, and 
dark, and dreary, etc." 
Thursday, 2. Six more weeks of winter . 
Friday, 3. President Rawland of the class of '22 is substituting fol"' 
President Lord this week in Education 20. 
Satur day, 4. Mr. Widger t ells us about E paminondas, the li ' l black 
boy that didn't have the sense he was born with. And, a certain Sopho-
more gir l appeared in Manual Arts 24 in one blue stocking and one brown. 
Tuesday, 7. Rumor says that a certain two of our facult y have left 
the state of single blessedness and have ent ered "that undiscovered 
country-". Death? No,- marr iage. 
Wednesday, 8. Mr. Lord is back and we are glad. Dramatic Club 
holds its first meeting tonight. The newly elected Sergeant-at-Arms ex-
ercises his authority and r emoves the newly elected Vice-President. Ex-
citing times-these. 
Thursday, 9. Nothing unusual today. 
Fr iday, 10. We are entertained ( ?) at five o'clock with another 
movie. "Next reel will follow in a few minutes." 
Saturday, 11. All engaged couples attend the dance. 
Tuesday, 14. Valentine's Day, but no vacation! Did we expect one? 
No, Mr. Lord read us, "Law, Order, and Justice." 
Wednesday, 15. We have class meetings. In ours we have more. 
We have discussion. And we have more than discussion. 
Tuesday, 16. "Acceptance or rejection of sacrifice"-which? 
Friday, 17. 9:30 classes meet at 11:20 today on account of chorus 
practice. But Education 20 doesn't. 
Saturday, 18. Annual girls' George Washington dance. 
Monday, 20. The "Pedagog Players" make their debut. They 
present three very clever one-act plays to an appreciative audience. 
Tuesday, 21. Movie, "Julius Caesar." 
Wednesday, 22. Washington's Birthday. 
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Thursday, 23. Ten vacant seats in Sophomore history class. (To be 
continued.) 
Friday, 24. The continuation was too painful so t he last act is 
omitted. 
Saturday, 25. Why all t he heavy-eyed Sophomores ? Manual Arts 
notebooks due today. 
Tuesday, 28. Mr. Ashley leads chapel at 7:30 o'clock. Three one-
reel movies given before a double header game with Sparks. 
MARCH 
Wednesday, 1. Tests! Tests! Tests! 
Thursday, 2. We have a morning of song, for, as Mr. Thomas says, 
'"music stills the savage heart." (The faculty needs protect ion .) Tour-
nament starts tonight. 
F riday, 3. No school. Tournament continues. 
Saturday, 4. Kansas High wins first. Charlest on High wins second. 
Monday, 6. Registration day. 
Tuesday, 7. Hymn No. 169. Mr. Ashley. 
Wednesday, 8. Mr . Widger t ells us "The Tinker of Tamlacht," by 
Semus McManus. 
Thursday, 9. Mr. Modesitt reads a commencement address, "Edu-
cation Through Occupation," by William Lowe Bryan of U. of Indiana. 
Saturday, 11. Mr. Ritchie of the Board of Trustees spoke in chapel. 
T he festival chorus sang. ( ?) 
Monday, 13. We have school until noon so the Board can see how 
we do. The festival chorus sang. 
T uesday, 14. We have a flood. 
Wednesday, 15. We all recover. "Last Days of Pompeii" are flashed 
on the screen. 
Thursday 16. "All who smoke cigarettes are walking lies." All who 
smoke cigarettes stand.-Silence. 
Friday, 17. Mr. Spooner leads chapel. We all appear in green. The 
"in" may well be omitted. 
Saturday, 18. "The Bible as literature," Mr. Daniels. St. Patrick's 
Day party tonight. 
Tuesday, 19. "The Bible as literature," Mr. Lor d. "Great minds 
r un in the same channel." 
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Friday, 22. Class pictures are taken for the Warbler. Educational 
movies tonight for aU ignorant. 
Saturday, 23. Mr. Caldwell of the Lincoln school, New York City, 
a former faculty member, spoke in chapel. Mr. Koch played the zither 
and then some "silly stuff" to show us the difference. 
Tuesday, 28. The rain is so depressing that there isn't anything t o 
t ell about today. 
Wednesday, 29. \Ve have class meetings, chorus practice and classes. 
And we wonder where are certain of our boys ? 
Thursday, 30. The last number of the Entertainment Course is to-
night, the Zoellner String Quartet . 
F riday, 31. TheY. M. C. A. drive commences. 
APRIL 
Saturday, 1. The girls of the school entert ain students and faculty 
with an All Fool's Day party tonight. 
Monday, 2. The F reshmen class raise some money and entertain the 
school. 
Tuesday, 3. Four more days until a badly needed and well earned 
r est. 
Wednesday, 4. The Dramatic Club peacefully passed on without a 
struggle. 
Friday, 6. A movie tonight, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," with John 
Barrymore. 
Saturday, 7. Chorus practice instead of chapel- t oo bad-those who 
didn't study for 11 :20 classes 
Tuesday, 18. Our last vacation at E. I. .ends this morning at 7 :30. 
Wednesday, 19. Class meetings and tryouts for the class play occupy 
us t oday. 
Thursday, 20. No chapel- chorus instead- many skipped-roll was 
t aken- good joke- first baseball game s'afternoon- no conference-
pretty good day! 
Friday, 21. No chapel again. A movie at 3 :30 to "test" our new 
black shades. Freshmen lose much needed sleep. 
Sat urday, 22. No flag flowing t oday- stung again! Dance tonight. 
Monday, 24. Sophomores entertain Freshmen with a dance in the 
gym. Also entertain t hem with a decorating hallucination. 
Tuesday, 25. Many new students enter . Freshmen active again to-
night. (So are Sophomores, or t hey wouldn't know anything about it.) 
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Wednesday, 26. False alarm. Try it again. All chorus skippers 
form a bread line in Miss Major's room at 1 :00 o'clock.-"Are you 'in' or 
'out' "? 
Thursday, 27. The Freshmen finally end our suspense and help us en-
joy ourselves tonight. 
Friday, 28. The Freshmen decorations are beautiful, of course, but-
Saturday, 29. Mr. Taylor reads to us, "From the Viewpoint of the 
Chaperone''-we see ourselves as others see us. 
MAY 
Monday, 1. A movie showing pictures of college life in the well 
known colleges and universities is here tonight, accompanied by college 
songs by our best singers. 
Tuesday, 2. We hate to repeat so often, but the Freshmen lose anoth-
er good night's sleep tonight. 
Thursday, 4. Music Festival is on. 
Friday, 5. An operetta tonight, "The Princess Dorothea," by the 
training school. 
Saturday, 6. The Sophomores again, just at the right time, beautify 
the Assembly Room for Field Meet and Oratorical Contest. 
Monday, 8. The botany classes open the picnic season at the Rocks. 
Tuesday, 9. We are practicing hard for the class play to be given 
the 29th. 
Wednesday, 10. Baseball. E. I. 8, Rose Poly 7. 
Thursday, 11. Is this a good school? Then help boost it.-Mr. 
Widger. 
Friday, 12. We all decide to spend two cents for a good cause, yea, 
ten cents, or even fifty cents. 
Saturday, 13. The invitations arrive. We decide that at the dance 
is a place to have a good time, so we have one. 
Monday, 15. The Twelfth year gives the first High School class play 
ever given in this school. 
Tuesday, 16. All the Sophomores are busy looking for jobs for next 
year. 
Wednesday, 17. Sophomores shed big tears as they leave their last 
class meeting. 
Thursday, 18. Spring Demonstration. 
Friday, 19. We have all been working hard for those 800 new stu-
dents. 
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Saturday, 20. County Track Meet. The college gives the high school 
a party. 
Tuesday, 23. Freshman-Sophomore banquet. 
Wednesday, 24.. Sophomores are practicing in real earnest for the 
class play. 
Thursday, 25. Sophomores last general conference. 
Friday, 26. Miss Rook and Mr. Koch entertain Sophomores with a 
party. 
Saturday, 27. Alumni Day. Art exhibition. 
Sunday, 28. Address to the graduating class, entitled, "Experiencing 
Religion." 
Monday, 29. 
Tuesday, 30. 
Sophomores present three one-act plays. 
Few Sophomores in school. 
JUNE 
Thursday, 1. Our president's reception to the college graduating 
classes. 
Friday, 2. Graduating exercises. Address: The American. 
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CONCLUSION 
No man can do better than his best. There-
fore, we offer this annual to the school without 
any apologies, knowing that our friends will 
forgive the errors, realizing our weaknesses. 
We offer our heartiest thanks to all who helped 
make our book possible, and espeCially to those 
who helped swell t he joke section. The staff 
makes one request from t he owner of this copy. 
That is that he keep his 1922 "Warbler" al-
ways within sight of h is friends as a f requent 
reminder of t he invaluable service rendered 
by E. I. 
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